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ABSTRACT 
The very beginning of this study has presented a 
brief review on the trade between Mainland China and Taiwan. 
Particular interests have been put on (1) the commodi ty 
composition of their mutual trade; and (2) the difference 
between their indirect export and transshipment through Hong 
Kong. The time span of the trade data included in the study 
has been very short. In most cases, the data run from 1989 
to 1991 f since the main objective of this research is to 
evaluate the e~onomic consequences that have been curr~ntly 
realized. 
The paper then verified that the prevailing trade 
between the two economies is conformed with their own com-
parative advantages. However, it is very difficult to check 
to what extent has their comparative advantages been real-
ized and this has thus been omitted in this study. But it 
can be speculated that eventually their mutual trade can be 
more closely related with their own comparative advantages. 
Therefore, some products will be traded with greater growth 
- { 
rates. Parti6ularly, for example, Taiwan will export to the 
Mainland increasingly more machinery and equipments in the 
foreseen future. 
This research ends with a quantitative analysis to 
assess the industrial impacts accruing to the two economies 
brought about by their trade and investment relations. It 
has been found that their economic interactions has resulted 
positive effects on their industrial performance, in terms 
of more outputs and greater employment levels. 
Shortly speaking I this study is one of the -building 
blocks to assess the costs and benefi ts from the interac-
tions between Mainland and Taiwan; which should deserve more 
attention for those who are interested wi th the economic 
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The economic in teractions between Mainland China and . 
Taiwan can be grouped into two categories: trade and invest-
ment. Both have undergone rapid growth immediately after 
Taiwan government had sanctioned (under certain restric-
tions) its' indirect trade and investment relations wi th the 
Mainland. 
tvlainland Chin'a firs t open'ed its trade and inves tmen t 
wi th Taiwan in early 80 r s. Despite political hostility, 
Taiwanese investors were still invited as Taiwanese "tong-
bao" (compatriots) and could receive certain preferential 
treatments upon ' their investments. Regardless of the uni-
lateral opening of the Mainland economy, dealing wi th the 
Mainlanders were illegal in Taiwan. However, sharply rising 
domestic labour costs, appreciating New Taiwan Dollars, and 
increasing anti-pollution pressures have increased the 
general production costs in Tai wan. Investors were then 
perrnittedto invest indirectly in s$veral specified indus-
. I 
tries in the Mainland. Thereafter, the indirect trade and 
investment across the Strait have grown at a pace that had 
been never -no-t-ed. Al though the trade and investment affairs 
are under the guidance and management of the Roe government, 
government intervention is supposed to getting minimized in 
the longer run. Therefore it is very - timely to have a 
thorough comprehension on the economic consequences on the 
1 
deepening economic interactions across the Strait. 
The economic relation across the Strait have long 
attracted research interests. But most of the earlier works 
are not comprehensive enough and many hypotheses were left 
unverified. For example, al though the importance of Hong 
Kong I S transshipment of Taiwan I s products to the Mainland 
had long been recognized, nearly all the earlier literature 
had not distinguished between transshipment and re-export 
via Hong Kong. Many scholars merely proceeded with the re-
export data ob.ta.ine_~ from the Census and Statistics Depart-
ment of Hong Kong. Moreover, Taiwan's declinin~ domestic 
industrial investments are commonly supposed to be brought 
by the increasing capital outflow to the Mainland. But this 
anxiety is largely conjectural~ 
Therefore, a large part of this dissertation is to redo 
the earlier works but is attempted to be more conclusive. 
Besides introduction and conclusion, the second chapter 
deals with the nature of the mutual trade between Mainland 
and Taiwan. All the trade data used in this dissertation 
are the trade taking place across Taiwan Strait via Hong 
Kong. Export trade has been distinguished between indirect 
trade and transshipment. Finally, the reason behind the 
selection of transshipment or indirect trade will also be 
---.- -~ 
discussed. 
The third chapter will examine whether the existing 
. . . trade between the two economies is following their own 
comparative advantages despite prevailing government inter-
ventions. Moreover, it will examine the subsequent pros-
2 
pects of their mutual trade. It is asserted that trade in 
the long run will be more conformed wi th their intrinsic 
comparati ve advantages. Ultimately, it will discuss the 
selection of direct trade versus indirect trade between 
Mainland and Taiwan if their mutual trade were to be com-
pletely liberalized. 
The fourth chapter examines the industrial impacts upon 
the two economies brought by their economic ties. Besides 
looking into the impacts on their industrial outputs and 
employments, the amount of investment-induced trade embedded 
in the Taiwan's export to Mainland and the amount of Taiwan-
capi tal-made product resold back to Taiwan would also be 
estimated. 
As most of the existing literature, "minor trade"l has 
been omitted in this study. It is primarily due to inade-
quate official records~ For the same reason, Taiwan's 
investment in the Mainland has been confined to "direct 
foreign investments" (DFIs). Other relatively insignificant 
investment categories such as "compensation trade" have been 
neglected. Moreover, smuggling activity is not in the scope 
I 
of this study, although it deserves another research. 
The most essential problem in completing a similar 
piece of work is the difficulty of obtaining the right data. 
This problem is supposed to have restricted the comprehen-
siveness of the existing literature. For instance, Taiwan's 
eus tom publishes . Taiwan's trade data by commodi tyand by 
country but not by country and by commodity. Therefore, the 
3 
estimation of transshipment values by commodity lS extremely 
laborious and distressful. Nevertheless, these difficulties 
have been counteracted wi th the largest endeavor so as to 
make this work a vital complement to the current literature. 
Footnote: 
(1) The PRC government has opened up several coastal ports 
to handle its direct trade with Taiwan and this kind of 
trade is officially restricted to be carried on vessels of 
100 gross registered tons. _ This part of trading affairs is 
commonly known as fhe "minor trade". 
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CHAPTER 2 
TRADE CONNECTIONS ACROSS THE STRAIT 
2.1 OVERVIEW 
There is a very long history of indirect trade between 
Mainland China and Taiwan. During the period of political 
hostili ty, these trades were under the supervision of the 
ruling authorities. The role of Hong Kong's entrepot serv-
ice was primarily to conceal the country of origin of the 
traain~ commodities. 
Since Taiwan Island lS relatively lack of natural 
resources, in certain circumstances t it has to import from 
the Mainland as the latter is a convenient source. Hsia 
(1984) has summarized the RaC's early ethics to import from 
the Mainland to be the " ava ilabili ty doctrine" I especially 
... . ·-.f·": .. 
when such materials could not be imported elsewhere. On the 
other hand, the Taiwan-made products were imported into 
Mainland subject to, their price competitiveness. Although 
Taiwan-made products, especially nylon, plywood and ete, 
were very competitive in the world market t Taiwan had trade 
\ 
~ deficits with the Mainland. 
But this trade defici t got into surplus after imple-
menting Main-rand' s open-door policy. Imports from Taiwan 
soon got encouraged in the Mainland .. The PRC governmen t 
abolished its tariff on Taiwanese goods in 1980, although an 
"adjustment tax" was then imposed on ""T~iwanese", "g.Qoq".s" . in 
For a long stretch of time, the RaC's "testfictions" 
5 
on its imports from the Mainland is the prime barrier of 
-their trade across Taiwan Strai t. Despi te the Mainland 
government's proposal for direct trade with Taiwan, Taiwan 
government responded in 1985 with a "three-no's" policy, 
i. e. no contact, no negotiations and no compromise. As 
indicated by the "three-no's" policy, Taiwan's authourity 
would not interfere on Taiwan's indirect exports to the 
Mainland. But imports from the Mainland were still subject 
to control. However, in order to cope with the increasing 
.contacts and thriving . indirect trade with tbe Mainland, 
~aiwan gradually softened its import restrictions. In 1988, 
Taiwan had first approved indirect import of 50 commodities 
from the Mainland and such import .~ontrol was then gradually 
liberalized. In early 1992, there are more than 160 commod-
ities that could be indirectly imported. These Mainland 
products can be imported into Tai wan when the ships are 
certified to have passed through a third country_ 
Economic relations between Taiwan and Tvlainland China 
got closer after the announcement of the PRC' s famous "22 
Articles of Regulations on Encouraging the Investment of 
i 
! 
Taiwanese" in July 1988. In respon~e to increasing capital 
outflow to the Mainland, Taiwan government then promulgated 
regulations on sanctioning indirect trade f investment and 
.---.---'_.--
technical cooperation with Mainland China in October 1989. 
Taiwanese official then authorized indirect investment in 
3,319 products in the Mainland in 1991. This figure soon 
increased to 3,679 in the same year. Al though Taiwan IS 
investment toward Mainland China is requested to make regis-
6 
tration to Taiwan's authority and is thus under the offi-
cial's guidance, business interaction with the Mainland is 
easier than before. Economic interaction across the strait 
intensified thereafter. 
Table 1. 
Hong Kong's indirect export and transshipment of Taiwan 
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Statistics Department- of- Hong--Kong. 
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As pointed out by Zerby (1992) I after 1988, growth 
"rates of the bilateral trade across the Strait are larger 
than the growth rates of the two economies' overall trade. 
Although Mainland's indirect export to Taiwan via Hong Kong 
has decreased in 1992, there is a more than 2-fold increase 
in transshipment volume through Hong Kong (Tables 1 and 2). 
Therefore, economic exchanges across Taiwan Strait has 
jumped suddenly since 1988 and this trend is still enduring. 
This chapter mainly deals with the nature and perspec-
ti"'~es _.of .trade . taking place across the . Strait. As have 
men tioned, "minor trade" and smuggling have been omi t ted. 
It will mainly concerned with indirect export and transship-
men t vi a Hong Kong. It is well . known that most of the 
bila teral trade across the Strai t have been passed Hong 
Kong. 
At this stage f the difference betweeen re-export and 
transshipment should be noted. By defini tion, re-export 
makes up the trade of the entrepot since the buyer in the 
entrepot takes the legal possession of the transacting 
products. Therefore, these products,should clear the entre-
i 
\ 
pot's custom. On the contrarYr car~oes under transshipment 
are not being purchased by any purchasers in the entrepot 
and so tra_I}.~_s11ipment need not clear the entrepot' s custom. 
As a result, there is no record about transshipment values 
in the Census and Statistics Department of Hong Kong. But 
since 1983 there are official estimates on the weights and 
volumes of the transshipped products via Hong Kong. · In this 
study, the re-export values and transshipment quantities are 
8 
gathered from the Census and Statistics Department of Hong 
Kong. Transshipment values are estimated by the author. 
These two are the most vital building blocks of this disser-
tation. 
As we will see later, value of Hong Kong's transship-
ment of Taiwan products to Mainland is comparable to about 
30 to 70 percent of Hong Kong's re-export value of Taiwan 
products 'to Mainland in the recent years (Appendices 1 to 
3). It will be clear later that both transshipment and re-
export of Taiwan products to Mainland have similar commodity 
structures. Therefore, re-export data alone is representa-
tive about the entire Taiwan's export trade to the Mainland. 
However, it is not very true for Mainland's export to Tai-
wan. It is not quite possible to estimate the precise value 
of Mainland products being transshipped into Taiwan. Howev-
er, its weight is comparable to about 32 percent of the 
transshipment in the reverse direction. But the re-export 
value of Mainland'origin to Taiwan is just about 24 percent 
of the re-export value of Taiwan origin to Mainland. There-
fore, value of Mainland products (being transshipped to 
Taiwan may be less than the re-export value of Mainland 
origin to Taiwan. In fact, the re-export value of Mainland 
origin to -Ta-iwan drops in 1992 but the weight of transship-
ment almost triples (Table 2). However, there is no better 
alternatives and in this study Mainland's entire export to 
Taiwan is still represented by its indirect export compo-
nent. 
9 
2.2 INDIRECT EXPORTS FROM TAIWAN TO THE MAINLAND VIA HONG 
-KONG 
The commodity structure within the bilateral trade 
between Taiwan and the Mainland has been · an interesting 
issue in the literature. Table 3 has shown the foremost 10 
major commodity groups in the Taiwan-Mainland indirect 
export via Hong Kong. It is observed that the Taiwan-Main-
land flow is concentrated in three categories, namely tex-
tile products (HS section 11), machinery (section 16) and 
plastic/plastic artic.les (section . 7) • They has made up of 
73.42 percent of total value in 1991.' Moreover, the ranking 
of the relative importance the commodities traded has been 
very stable over the three years.... This trade pattern is 
similar. to that observed in the earlier period of late 70' s 
and early 80's (Chang, P. C. 1989). 
Besides pure commodity trade l following the Mainland's 
open-door policy, Taiwan's export to Mainland trade is also 
motivated by the Taiwanese investment in the Mainland. It 
Table 3. 
Indirect exports of Taiwan products to the Mainland via Hong 
i 
Kong by HS sections. 
1989 1990 1991 
HS items 96 of total HS items 0" .... 0 HS items % 
11 text. & art .. JJ 5 . 23 ) 11 text. & art. (40. 74) 11 text. & art. (39.38) 
16 macho & app. (31.33) 16 macho & app. (22.58) 16 maeh. & app. (20.67) 
7 plast./rub. (10.31) 7 plast./rub. (11.26) 7 plast./rub. (13.37) 
15 metal art. ( 4.07) 12 footwear ( 3.86) 15 metal art. ( 3.92) 
12 footwear ( 3.43) 15 metal art. ( 3.77) 12 footwear ( 3.61) 
8 leather ( 3.30) 8 leather ( 3.11) 8 leather ( 3.16) 
6 ehem. prod. (.2.38) 6 chem.prod. ( 2.88) 6 chem. prod. ( 3.12) 
20 mise. art. ( 2.06) 20 mise. art. ( 2.55) 10 pulp/paper ( 2.99) 
10 pulp/paper ( 1.72) 10 pulp/paper ( 2.41) 17 trans. equip. ( 2.68) 
17 trans.egiI2. ( 1.67) 17 trans.egui2. ( 1.85) 20 mise. art. ( 2.11) 
Source: Appendix 1 to Appendix 3. 
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Table 4. 
Indirect exports of Taiwan products to the Mainland via Hong 
Kong by 2-digit HS items. 
1989 
HS items (a) (b) 
84 appliance 51.09(16.0) 
85 elec.mach. 48.91(15.3) 
54 fibre 39.30(13.9) 
39 plastic 97.71(10.1) 
59 fabric 18.13(6.39) 
5 fibre 16.13(5.69) 
60 fabric 13.01(4.58) 
1 raw skin 94.15(3.11) 
64 footwear 62.30(2.13) 
58 fabric 4.89(1.72) 
87 vehicle 99.34(1.66) 
48 paper 92.21(1.59) 
52 cotton 3.67(1.29) 
66 umbrella 35.25(1.21) 
95 toy 51.59(1.06) 
74 copper 23.38(0.95) 
44 wood & prod97.43(0.93) 
29 organ.chem.36.54(0.87) 
72 iron/steel 20.60(0.84) 
51 wool/hair 2.21(0.78) 
Note: (a) Percentage 
Cb) Percentage 
Source: Appendix 1 
1990 1991 
HS items (a) (b) HS item (a) (b) 
54 fibre 40.87(16.7) 54 fibre 41.22(16-.2) 
85 elec.mach. 56.62(12.8) 39 plastic 95.17(12.7) 
39 plastic 96.33(10.9) 85 elec.mach. 51.63(10.7) 
84 appliance 43.38(9.80) 84 appliance 48.37(10.0) 
59 fabric 18.59(7.57) 59 fabric 19.29(7.60) 
60 fabric 14.26(5.81) 60 fabric 14.39(5.67) 
55 fibre 13.84(5.64) 55 fibre 12.65(4.98) 
41 raw skin 93.67(2.91) 41 raw skin 94.73(3.00) 
48 paper 96.20(2.32) 48 paper 96.96(2.90) 
64 footwear 56.99(2.20) 87 vehicle 99.97(2.68) 
87 vehicle 99.74(1.85) -64- footwear 58.11(2.10) 
58 fabric -4.44(1.81)_ 58 fabric 4.11(1.62) 
66 umbrella 40.82(1.58) 66 umbrella 39.87(1.44) 
52 cotton 3.62(1.48) 90 pres.instr.83.28(1.42) 
44 wood & prod98.30(4.25) 74 copper 34.57(1.36) 
95 toy 46.22(1.18) 52 cotton 3.44(1.35) 
90 pres.instr.82.62{1.07) 44 wood & prod99.31(1.04) 
96 misc.art. 39.42(1.01} 95 toy 46.50(0.98) 
29 organ.chem.34.41(O.99) 290rgan.chem.31.02(O.97) 
74 copper 26.08(0.98) 56 varn 2.21(0.87) 
of traded value in its respective HS section. 
of traded value out of total re-export value. 
to Appendix 3. 
seems that the sharply rising Taiwan I s investment in the 
Mainland has boosted the rapid growth of indirect trade 
volumes and has possibly created the concentrated pattern of 
the traded commodi ties. HOhi much o,f the trade is invest-
i 
\ 
ment-directed will be treated later in this study. 
2.3 INDIRECT EXPORTS FROM THE MAINLAND TO TAIWAN VIA HONG 
KONG 
Table 5 shows the top 10 major commodities that are 
indirectly exported from- the .Mainland to Taiwan. - It is 
obvious that their rankings have not been stable- over the -
observed period. But shortly speaking l manufactured 
11 
-Table 5. 
Indirect exports of Mainland products to Taiwan via Hong 
Kong by HS sections. 
1989 1990 1991 
HS items % of total HS items % HS items % 
11 text. & art. (19.30) 11 text. & art. (18.68) 11 text. & art. (23.19) 
2 veg. prod. (18.37) 2 veg. prod. (15.73) 16 roach. & app. (14.72) 
1 animal prod. (14.62) 16 macho & app. (13.33) 2 veg. prod. (12.76) 
6 chem. prod. (11.92) 1 animal prod. (10.50) 6 chem. prod. ( 8.64) 
16 macho & app. ( 9.81) 6 chem. prod. ( 9.16) 1 animal prod. ( 7.68) 
15 metal & art. ( 6.35) 15 metal & art. ( 6.97) 4 foodstuff ( 6.82) 
5 mineral ( 4.54) 4 foodstuff ( 4.26) 15 metal & art. ( 6.12) 
20 misc. art. ( 3.17) 8 leather ( 4.04) 20 misc. art. ( 3.33) 
8 leather ( 2.60) 5 mineral ( 3.55) 18 prec. instr. ( 3.16) 
12 footwear . ( 2. 21 ) 20 mise-.- art ~ (- 1.19) 12 footwear ( 2.70) 
Source: Appendix 1 to Appendix 3. 
Table 6. 
Indirect exports of Mainland products to Taiwan via Hong 
Kong by 2-digit HS items. 
1989 1990 1991 
HS items Ca) (b) HS items Ca) Cb) HS items (a) (b) 
12 oil seed 84.69(15.6) 12 oil seed 83.84(13.2) 85 elec.mach 81.35(12.0) 
05 ani.prod. 59.84(8.75) 85 elec.mach 72.99(9.73) 12 oil seed 83.48(10.7) ~ . 
85 elec.mach 69.52(6.82) 03 fish 67.87(7.12) 61 apparel 26.50(6.15) 
03 fish 39.63(5.80) 61 apparel 28.03(5.24) 24 tobacco 80.48(5.49) 
55 fibre 24.63(4.75) 62 apparel 22.29(4.17) 05 ani.prod. 67.76(5.29) 
29 organ.chem35.48(4.23) 52' cotton 20.10(3.75) 55 fibre 20.91(4.85) 
8 inorg.chem32.39(3.86) 84 appliance 27.01(3.60) 62 apparel 20.08(4.66) 
61 apparel 19.12(3.69) 05 ani.prod. 31.81(3.34)52 cotton 16.52(3.83) 
52 cotton 16.21(3.13) 29 organ.chem35.49(3.25) 1 29 organ.chem39.99(3.46) 
25 cement 68.84(3.1~) 24 tobacco 72.83(3.10) \ 84 appliance 18.65(2.74) 
84 appliance 30.48(2.99) 41 raw skin 72.40(2.93) 90 prec.instr81.94(2.59) 
72 i-ron/st.ee140.24(2.56) 28 inorg.chem29.68(2.72) 03 fish 32.10(2.47) 
62 apparel 10.74(2.07) 55 fibre 13.06(2.44) 28 inorg.chem26.77C2.31) 
95 toy 53.10(1.68) 25 cement 66.27(2.35) 72 iron/stee134.46(2.11) 
38 misc.chem.13.21(1.57)_ 79 zinc 28.49(1.99) 95 toy 54.74(1.82) 
41 raw skin 59.68(1:S-SS 72 iron/stee122.53(1.57) 25 cement 64.36(1.62) 
51 wool 7.63(1.47) 44 wood prod 66.27(1.49) 64 footwear 49.48(1.34) 
44 wood prod 72.83(1.41) 95 toy 46.45(1.48) 42 leather 53.88(1.23) 
66 umbrella 58.66(1.29) 07 vegetable 7.26(1.14) 32 dye 14.18(1.23) 
07 vegetable 6.63(1.22) 38 misc.chem.12.15(1.11) 73 iron art. 17.34(1.06) 
Note: Ca) Percentage of traded value in its respective HS section. 
(b) Percentage of traded value out of total re-export value. 
Source: Appendix 1 to Appendix 3. 
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Table 7. 
-Trend of commodity structure in Mainland's indirect exports 
to Taiwan via Hong Kong. 
2-digit 
HS code Rank 
89 91 
% in total 
traded value · % in HS section 
89 91 89 91 
-----------------------------------------------------------------' 
Commodities that have increase in importance 
85(16) elec.mach. 3 1 6.82 11.98 69.52 81.35 
61(11) apparel 8 3 3.69 6.15 19.12 26.50 
24( 4) tobacco 73 4 0.05 5.49 4.73 80.48 
62(11) text.art. 13 7 2.07 4.66 10.74 20.48 
90(18) prec.inst. 52 11 0.26 2.59 49.07 81.94 
64(12) footwear 41 17 0.47 1.34 21.21 49.48 
42( 8) leath.art. 26 18 0.90 1.23 34 .. 68 53.88 





Commodities that have decrease in importance 
12( 2) oil -seed 1 2 15.56 10.65 84.69 83.48 
05( 1 ) anim.prod. 2 5 8.75 5.21 59.84 67.76 
03( 1) fish 4 12 5.80 2.47 39.63 32.10 
28( 6 ) inorg.chem. 7 13 3.86 2.31 32.39 26.77 
25( 5) cement 10 16 3.12 1.62 68.84 64.36 
41( 8) raw skin 16 22 1.55 1.02 59.68 44.60 
51(11) wool 17 34 1.47 0.59 7.63 2.56 
Note: Figure in parenthesis represents the HS section that 
the commodity belongs. 
Source: Appendix 1 to Appendix 3. 
products, including foodstuffs (HS section 4) I textiles & 
articles (section 11), machinery & appliances (section 16) r 
precision instruments (section 18) and chemical products 
(section 6) have been occupying an ~ncreasingproportion in 
i 
\ 
the Mainland-to-Taiwan indirect export while primary 
products i.e. animal products (sections 1), vegetable 
products (section 2) and minerals 
-~ ---. --~ 
(section 5) have been 
decreasing in relative importance. It should be pointed 
out that Taiwan had a long history of purchasing t-lainland 
products under the government guidance. The usual goods 
purchased were primarily herbal medicines and crude materi-
als that were unavailable domestically. 
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Table 7 obviously shows that change of commodity struc-
. ture in Mainland's indirect export to Taiwan is primarily 
caused by the increasing importance of manufactured 
products. Amongst which, the most prominent is electrical 
machinery (HS 85), articles of apparels and clothing acces-
sories (HS 61 & 62), precision instruments (HS 90) and 
tobacco (HS 24). It is also interesting to note that raw 
skin/leather (HS 41) is losing importance in HS section 8 
but is simultaneously being replaced by articles of leather. 
However, it is not very clear as whether the pr~sent change 
in the commodity structute is caused by the " improvement of 
PRC's comparative advantage in exporting manufactured 
products or is caused by product r~sale to Taiwan after they 
had been manufactured in the PRC. Nevertheless I the more 
liberalized policy of Taiwan towards its import from the PRC 
must be highly responsible for this transfiguration. 
2.4 HONG KONG'S TRANSSHIPMENT OF TAIWAN ORIGIN TO THE 
MAINLAND 
Besides indirect trade, direct trade " also takes place 
i 
across the Strai t. However, due ~o policy restrictions f 
direct trade usually takes the form of transshipment. Prac-
tically I the traders submi t bills of lading to Taiwan's 
authori ty claiming their freights are to be consigned to 
Hong Kong after leaving Taiwan. But the bills of lading 
are then changed in the midway. The ships pass through Hong 
Kong for transshipment and then directly proceed to the 
Mainland. As these products are recorded in Taiwan's custom 
14 
as exports to Hong Kong but then do not clear Hong Kong's 
customs, we can estimate the transshipment values by sub-
tracting Hongkong-published import statistics from their 
Taiwan-published counterparts. 
From 1989 onwards Taiwan-published trade data are 
classified according to the CCC system which is compatible 
with the Harmonized System (HS) up to 4-digit's classifica-
tion .. On the other hand, there are two sets of Hong Kong 
data available: (1) Taiwan as country of consignment; and 
(2) Taiwan a~ country of origin .. Theoretically I' the latter 
should be used as the corresponding Taiwan ' data were col-
lected on a country-of-origin basis. However 1 Hong Kong 
data were collected on a country-oi-origin basis are classi-
fied by Standard International Trade Classification · (SITC). 
As there is no perfect matching between SITC and HS, Hong 
Kong data that are classified by country of consignment have 
been used. Fortunately, the two do not differ too much, at 
least in terms of total values. Trade values quoted in New 
Taiwan (NT) dollars are converted to Hong Kong dollars by 
trade ~onversion factors. Trade conversion factors betw~en 
i 
! 
NT dollars and US dollars can be found in Statistical Year-
book of the Republic of China and those between Hong Kong 
dollars and- US dollars can be found in Annual Review of Hong 
Kong External Trade. 1 Moreover, Hong Kong's data on imports 
from Taiwan are converted to f .o.b .. values by a 4-percent 
discount 2 , so as to make them consistent with Taiwan's data. 
15 
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Table 8 . 
. Hong Kong I s transshipment of Taiwan products to the Main-












value(mil.HKD) weight(ton.) volume (m 3 ) 
56.8 1800 4700 
-311.7 3100 7900 
-349.1 500 1000 
-304.4 1300 2600 
51.6 500 1600 
952.4 7549 18333 
5139.4 33283 62575 
10708.4 43757 106087 
24604.5 272475 634633 
43660.5 527427 914165 
Source: Values of transshipment are computed by the author; 
weights and volumes of transshipment are obtained 
. from the Census and Statistics Department. oL Hong 
Kong. 
Before proceeding forward, it is better to examine 
.. 
gross transshipment values in the earlier years that are 
obtained by the above mentioned method. These values, 
together with the transshipment volumes and weights, are 
tabulated in Table 8. It is very clear that the estimated 
transshipment values and the official records on transship-
ment quantities are closely related. Simple correlation 
coefficients between transshipment values and transshipment 
weights and ~hat between transshipmdnt values and transship-
• I 
ment volumes are both over 0.98. High correlations imply 
our estimation procedure is very practicable. The sudden 
jump in tf~~~shipment in 1989 is due to Taiwan's new policy 
in October 1988 in admi tting its indirect trade wi th the 
Mainland and in granting permissions for Taiwan's investors 
to invest in the Mainland. 
It should be noted that the gross transshipment values 
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estimated are negative in 1984, 1985 and 1986 and the rea-
- sons behind are suspected to be: 
(1) Undervaluation of export. Discriminatory export taxa-
tion structure may have encouraged Taiwan's exporters to 
undervalue their export values to get rid of export tax 
payments. Whenever undervaluation exists, the actual trans-
shipment values will be underestimated as Taiwan's gross 
exports to Hon9 Kong have been under reported. 
(2) Exchange rate fluctuation The exchange rate between 
Hong Kong dollar and New Tatwan dollar has been .. f9irly 
stable ' during 1984-1986 . . However, as Hongkong-:-Taiwan trade 
has reached a tremendous value, the transshipment thus 
estimated lS sensitive to the conversion exchange rate 
chosen. Therefore, trade conversion factors have been used 
to minimize this problem. 
(3) Time lag Time lag here means the time discrepancy as 
the same Taiwan-Hong Kong trade is reported to the custom 
authori ties of the two economies. Time lag is commonly 
caused by time occupied by shipment. Furthermore, when a 
vessel reaches Hong Kong, the Hong Kong buyer may not imme-
i 
I 
diately report the shipment details !to the Hong Kong custom. 
Al though such delays may be substantial, our annual trade 
data would be minimally affected, due to its lengthy time 
-~--
span. 
The succeeding task is to examine the commodity struc-
ture within Hong Kong's · transshipment of Tai wan - products-· ·to 
the Mainland. It should be noted that for certain items 
Hong Kong's data are strictly larger than their Taiwan 
17 
counterparts and, therefore, negati ve transshipment values 
are obtained. If we examine the transshipment values for 
every HS section; it would be found that the negative values 
made up of 8.73 percent of total transshipment value in 
1989 I 3.49 percent in 1990 and 2.12 percent in 1991. Thus 
the problem is not very significant and is, in fact, getting 
minimized. However, in more disaggregate commodity classifi-
cations, these negatives appear more frequently. It implies 
that although the above mentioned method sounds reasonable , 
. , 
at least the commodi ty structure . of the tran'sshiprnent 
cannot be discovered with absolute accuracy_ Besides 
undervaluation, exchange rate fluctuation, and time lag which 
have been mentioned earlier r further errors possibly arise 
from the following: 
(1 ) Inappropriateness of data. As discussed before, Hong 
Kong's import data classified with Taiwan as country of 
consignment may not be very appropriate. However, this may 
not be very significant as the data classified by country of 
origin lS actually larger than the former in terms of total 
value. It is , also likely to be larg$r for most of the finer 
items. 
(2) Misclassification. Although both sets of data are 
classifiecr-a:-c-cording to the standard HS up to 4-digi t items r 
it should not be surprised that the two classification 
systems are by no means completely identical. Different 
subi terns can belong to a standard 4-digi t HS i tern under 
Hong Kong's and Taiwan's own version. Therefore r some goods 
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may then be classified differently in Taiwan and in Hong 
Kong. On the other hand, discriminatory export tax/subsidy 
may motivate exporters to misclassify their exports~ Unfor-
tunately, it is not very sure to what extent this incentive 
exists in Taiwan, as the relevant details on Taiwan's export -
system is not available. However, misclassification will 
not affect gross traded values in the customs' records and 
gross transshipment values can thus be estimated 
accurately . 
It is interesting to note that -animal products (section 
1) I vegetable products (section 2) I foodstuff (section 4) I 
works of arts and antiques (section 21) and "commodities 
and transactions not classified according to kind" (section 
22) all have consistently carried negative transshipment 
values over the three years. Moreover I most of their 2-
digit sUbitems also carry negative transshipment values. It 
seems that there are certain incentives to underreport the 
export values of these products by misclassification and/or 
undervaluation. However, misclassification across different 
HS sections is not very probable as e~ch HS section has been 
\ 
broad enough to include the commodities with similar at-
tributes. Therefore t undervaluation is more likely. With-
out further:._~_information we can assume no transshipment for 
these items during the three years. Some other items having 
negative transshipment in some year(s) but positive in the 
other(s) --- can be explained by exchange rate fluctuation. 




For the ease of manipulation, zero transshipment value 
-is set for each HS section whenever negative transshipment 
value has been estimated, assuming all its components are 
not being transshipped altogether. However, an HS section 
that is having positive transshipment values, might has its 
constituent items carrying negative transshipment values. 
Since the problems such as misclassification or exchange 
rate fluctuation may be more significant than undervaluation 
for 2-(or-more)-digit items, setting zero all negative 2-
digit HS transshipment values may severely overstate the 
transshipment value of this HS, section. Gross transshipment 
values may also be overstated accordingly. For this reason, 
no adjustment has been made on the transshipment values of 
these subitems. Most of this study will make use 2-digit 
HS items' trade values and their relative shares in their HS 
sections will frequently appear. It should be borne in mind 
that the relative proportions thus shown will be indicative 
but by no means exact, since they might have been inflated 
by the negative values in the neighbourhood items. The 
estimated transshipment values for each 2-digit HS item from 
i 
1989 to 1991 " can be found in .~ppendix 1 to Appendix 3. 
Following these procedures I Table 9 and Table 10 has 
been constructed to show the most important Taiwan commodi-
-'-' .-" 
ties that have been transshipped via Hong Kong into the 
Mainland over the three years. It has been found that 
transshipment from Taiwan to the Mainland have also been 
highly concentrated. In 1991 the most important are plastics 
and rubber articles (HS section 7) I textiles and textile 
20 
, , 
articles (section 11), footwear (section 12) and machinery 
- (section 16) .. When we look at 2-digi t items, it appears 
that plastic articles (HS 39), textile fabrics (HS 59), 
Table 9 .. 
Hong Kong's transshipment of Taiwan products to the Mainland 
by HS sections .. 
1989 1990 1991 
HS items % of total HS items % HS items ~ 0 
12 footwear (37.58) 12 footwear (46.24) 12 footwear (37.06) 
17 tran. equip. (20.68) 16 macho & appli. (18.14) 16 macho & appli. (20.93) 
7 plast./rllbber (20.13) 7 plast./rubber (13.25) 7 plast./rubber (10.56) 
16 macho & appli. (18.84) 11 text. & art. ( 6.49) 11 test. & art. (13.35) 
15 metal & art. ( 5.18) 15 metal & art. ( 6.25) 6 chem. prod. ( 4.02) 
11 text. & art. ( 4.60) 6 chem. prod. ( 3.39) 15 metal & art. C 3.97) 
9 wood & art. ( 1.18) 10 pulp & paper ( 3.02) 10 pulp & paper ( J.68) 
6 chem. prod. ' ( 0.97) 17' tra'n. equip. ( 2.53) 20 misc.art. ( 2. 95) 
14 precious stone( 0.27) 20 misc. art. ( 2.21) 18 prec. instr. ( 1.48) 
10 }2ul:Q & }2a:Qer ( 0.01) 9 wood & art. ( 0.70) 5 mineral :Qrod. ( 0.35) 
Source: Appendix 1 to Appendix 3. 
Table 10. 
Hong Kong's transshipment of Taiwan products to the Mainland 
by 2-digit HS items. 
1989 1990 1991 
HS items (a) (b) HS i terns (a) (b) HS i terns Ca) (b) 
64 footwear 87.84(33.1) 64 footwear 91.32(42.2) 64 footwear 93.21.(34.5) 
39 plastic 96.53(19.4) 39 plastic 99.14(13.1) 84 appliance 64.03(13.4) 
89 ships 82.21(17.0) 84 appliance 66.69(12.1) 39 plastic 94.96(10.0) 
84 appliance 64.08(12.1) ' 59 fabric 51.19(8.23) 85 machinery 35.97(7.53) 
59 fabric 41.92(8.32) 85 machinery 33.31(6.04) 59 fabric 42.15(6.27) 
85 machinery 35.92(6.77) 55 fibre 34.19(5.49) 55 fibre 36.04(5.36) 
55 fibre 27.60(5.48) 48 paper 92.82{3.03) 48 paper 98.22(3.67} 
54 fibre 15.13(3.00) 66 umbrella 5.49(2L54) 87 vehicle 56.38(1.97) 
74 copper 35.84(2~73) 73 iron art. 33.89(2 ~ 53) 66 umbrella 5.10(1.89) 
87 vehicle 12.98(2.69) 76 aluminium 29.91(2.23) 94 furniture 62.92(1.85) 
73 iron art. 33.99(2.59) 29 org.chem. 48.01(2.21) 29 org.chem. 40.95(1.68) 
66 umbrella 6.58(2.48) 74 copper 28.91(2.15) 73 iron art. 36.22(1.52) 
65 headgear 5.57(2.10) 94 furniture 89.61(2.02) 90 prec.instr.87.30(1.29) 
29 org.chem. 38.77(1":'50) 65 headgear 2.94(1.36) 86 railway 35.00(1.22) 
32 dye 35.09(1.36) 87 vehicle 52.37(1.32) 74 copper 26.31(1.11) 
76 aluminium 17.10(1.30) 42 leath.art. 96.51(1.31) 63 text.art. 7.42(1.10) 
63 text.art. 6.45(1.28) 63 text.art. 5.89(0.95) 76 aluminium 24.39(1.03) 
44 wood 95.55(1.15) 86 railway ' 37.17(0.94) 63 text.art. 20.02(0.90) 
Note: (a) Percentage of traded value in its respective HS section, 
having been scaled down by setting zeros all 2-digitHS : 
items' negative transshipment values. 
Cb) Percentage of traded value out of total transshipment value. 




footwear (HS 64), electrical appliances (HS 84) and machin-
-ery (HS 85) are the most important items that are trans-
shipped. They made up of 72.71 percent of total transship-
ment in 1989,78.97 percent in 1990 and 70.28 percent in 
1991, partly these high percentages are due to the negative 
values in some other i terns. Similar to re-exports, the 
rankings of the 2-digi t i terns have been stable. On the 
other hand, ships (HS 89) has decrease from 17.04 percent 
(rank 3) in 1989 to 0.30 percent (rank 29) in 1991. 
2.5. HONG KONG'S TRANSSHIPMENT OF THE . MAINLAND ORIGIN TO 
TAIWAN 
Hong Kong's transshipment of Mainland's products to 
Taiwan cannot, however, be estimated by the earlier method. 
It is because of at least two reasons. First of alII trad-
ing with Taiwan is legal in the Mainland, therefore not all 
exports to Taiwan are classified as exports to Hong Kong. 
Secondly { the PRC' s trade statistics are not reliable be-
cause of over- and under-valuations induced by the PRC' s 
distortionary trade policies. 
This patt of transshipment, however r can be estimated 
by subtracting Hong Kong's statistics on its domestic ex-
ports to Taiwan from Taiwan's statistics on its imports from 
~----
Hong Kong. But before proceeding forward ( it is to be 
presumed that Hong Kong's re-export of Mainland origin to 
Taiwan is entirely counted as Hong Kong's domestic export in 
the Taiwan's custom. Due to obvious reasons, the country of 
origin of these Mainland products should be hidden before 
22 
they could be imported into Taiwan. Supposedly, they were 
changed into neutral packing in the entrepot. Moreover, the 
legal possession by the Hong Kong trader makes these re-
exports to be counted as domestic exports from Hong Kong in 
the Taiwan's custom. Therefore, for the sake of comparison, 
Hong Kong's data in Table 11 has been inflated by the values 
of Hong Kong's re-export of Mainland products to Taiwan. 
After this adjustment, Hong Kong's statistics and Taiwan's 
statistics get closer but diverge again in 1988 and 1989_ It 
---_ . - --- -- --- - -
ieveals-i6~t:·Hong Kong's transshipment of Mainland ~roducts 
Table 11_ 
Relationship between Hong Kong-Taiwan export statistics and 







































































(unit: mil. HKD) 
Taiwan's data are obtained from -Indust.rv --of 
Free China; Hong Kong's data are obtained from 
Annual Review of Hong Kong External Trade; 
re-export values are obtained , from. Hsia(1984)-
and the Census and Statistics Department, Hong 
Kong. 
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to Taiwan, like its re-export counterpart, skyrocketed 
'suddenly in 1988. But this transshipment seems to have 
ceased in 1990 and 1991. 
This paradox can best be solved · by looking . into the 
changes in commodity structure within employed data. Howev-
er, it could only be done for those relatively homogeneous 
products, as trade classifications in Hong Kong and Taiwan 
were not the same before 1988. Nevertheless, it has been 
found that Hong Kong began exporting vast amounts of tobacco 
_ manufactures to Taiwan since tl1e lat.e -1980s, whereas-- -this 
- item was insignificant in Taiwan's records. - Reason behind 
may be the definition of country of origin is different in 
Hong Kong and Taiwan. Whatever the reason, this have under-
-stated the discrepancy between Hong_Kong's data and Taiwan's 
data since the late 1980s. 
Furthermore, contrary to Taiwan's statistics, there is 
never any gold manufactures (SITe 97 or its equi valence-) 
being exported to Taiwan according to Hong Kong J s custom 
records. However, this item has long appeared in Taiwan's 
statistics and the figure suddenly j~rnped to 7,757 mile HKD 
in 1988 and 8 (974 mile HKD in 1989. This sudden increase 
can be attributed to Taiwan's purchases of gold from the 
Hong Kong ~9.1d market in those years. The country of origin 
of these gold manufactures is then loosely credited to Hong 
Kong. This have widened the discrepancy between the two 
Hong Kong-ta-Taiwan statistics. 
It is therefore -necessary to deduct-- tobaccoO: -rnanuf-ac= - -- ~- ~ ---­
tures and gold manufactures from both Hong Kong's exports to _ 
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Taiwan and Mainland's indirect exports to Taiwan before 
drawing any conclusion. These have been done in Table 12. 
Obviously, figures in column 12 of Table 12 can be regarded 
as a crude estimate of the values of Hong Kong's transship-
ment of Mainland products to Taiwan. It should be noted 
tha t these tI transshipmen t val ues" are c. i. f. as both Hong 
Kong's export statistics and re-export statistics have been 
converted ' into c.i.f. by a 4-percent mark-up. It is very 
clear that before 1988 the values in column 12 is loosely 
---- -. _ . - --
correlated with the volume . and weight of transshipment ~ . 
Correlations between column 12 and transshipment quantities 
from 1983 to 1987 are not meaningful, as the number of 
observations is very smal1 3 . Nev'ertheless, contractions in 
transshipment quantities in 1986 matches with the drop in 
the estimated figures in column 12. However, estimated 
transshipment figures dropped significantly since 1988, this 
again does not conform with facts. 
Roughly speaking, before 198B, or when the Mainland-
Taiwan interactions have not vet been intensified, most of 
the Mainland . products have been impprted into Taiwan under 
the "availability doctrine". Most of these imports were 
permitted by the ROC's authorities. If these products all 
passed thr6ii<;]h Hong Kong before entering into Taiwan, fig-
ures in column 12 of Table 12 is indicative on the trans-
shipment magnitudes. But after 1988, the transshipped 
products are increasingly concentrated in manufacturing 
products. Parts of these are also semi-finished products 
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Table 12. 
Discrepancy between Hong Kong's statistics and Taiwan's 
statistics on Hong Kong's export to Taiwan and its relation 
wi th Hong Kong's transshipment of Mainland's products to 
Taiwan. 
(unit: mil.HKD) 
COMPARISION OF HONG KONG'S STATISTICS AND TAIWAN'S STATISTICS 
Year Taiwan's import from Hong Kong Hong Kong's export to Taiwan 
total tobacco gold (1-2-3) total tab. gold (5-6-7) 
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) 
1979 1028 0 0.0623 1028 734 0 0 734 
1980 1244 0 0.0320 1244 869 0 0 869 
1981 1730 0 0.0487 1730 999 0 0 999 
1982 1870 0 0.0991 1870 1068 0 0 1068 
1983 2174 0 0.1606 2174 1354 0 0 1354 
1 9 8 4 2 8 9 5 0 0 . 50 3 0 28 9 4 167,5 , _ , 0 0 167.5 
1985 2489 0 0.0488 2489 1302 - 0 0 1302 
1986 29210 0.'3881 2921 1724 3 0 ' 1721 
1987 5499 0.0015 476 5023 2479 7 0 2472 
1988 15019 0 7757 7262 3598 72 0 3527 
1989 17350 0 8974 8376 4638 421 0 4217 
1990 11266 0 1540 9726 5949 1312 0 4636 
1991 15120 0 1924 13196 6309 1240 0 5069 
HONG KONG'S RE-
EXPORT OF MAINLAND 





OF MAINLAND PROD~ 
TO TAIWAN 
Year & gold (4)-(8) (10)/(5) (10)-(9) (12)/{5) (ton.) 
(9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) 
1979 290 294 0.401 4 0.014 
1980 407 375 0.432 -32 -0.085 
19B1 444 731 0.732 286 0.391 
1982 568 802 0.751 234 0.292 
1983 726 820 0.606 94 0.115 1600 5400 
1984 1039 1219 0.728 180 0.148 3300 7100 
- 1985 940 1187 0.912 247 0.208 1700 4300 
1986 1170 1200 0.696 30 0.025 800 1700 
1987 2341 2551 1.029 210 0.082 900 1200 
1988 3869 - 3735 1.308 -133 -0.036 2595 5556 
1989 4759 4159 0.897 -600 -0.144 6662 19469 
1990 6016 5090 0.856 -927 -0.182 12447 25921 
1991 8632 8127 1.288 -505 -0.062 87610 157728 
Source: Taiwan's data are obtained from Monthly Statistics 
of Imports, the Republic of China; Hong Kong's data 
are obtained from Hong Kong Trade Statistics; 
transshipment figures are obtained from Statistics 
Department, Hong Kong. 
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ready for subsequent processing in Taiwan which are prohib-
-ited by the ROC government. Although Taiwan government have 
permitted 164 items to be indirectly imported from the 
Mainland in early 1992, these are primarily agricul tural 
products, chemicals and raw materials. It has been suggested 
that most prohibi ted products commonly enter into Taiwan 
"through fake country of origin certificates,,4. Therefore, 
these products are then classified as imports from other 
countries in Taiwan. Consequently, imports from Hong Kong 
is understated in Taiwan and so as our estimated transship-
ment values. 
2.6 COMPARISON BETWEEN TRANSSHIPMENT AND RE-EXPORT 
Spearman's rank correlation coefficient for 2-digit HS 
items' (positive) transshipment and re-export values of 
Taiwan origin to Mainland is computed to be 0.782. This 
implies that by and large the commodity structure within the 
two modes of trading procedure is fairly similar. 
It is easily noted that the re-exported values of most 
commodities are larger than their transshipped values. 
I 
I 
However, this is counter-intuitive aB normally transshipment 
involves less transaction costs. Re-export has to clear an 
extra custom at the entrepot. Sung (1985) and (1991) had 
proposed an intermediation theory to explain how an entre-
pot, like Hong Kong, can efficiently handle Mainland's 
trade. Specifically, as an intermediating centre, Hong Kong 
can reduce transaction costs that originate from the Main- " 
land's market imperfections ( poor marketing expertise and 
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,inefficient communicating connections with its trading 
, ~ '- :. .. . ( ' , 
partners. Furthermore, as Taiwan has officially restricted 
its trade with the Mainland, some of the Mainland products 
have to be re-packaged to conceal their country of origin 
before entering Taiwan. Nevertheless, perhaps most crucial 
is Hong Kong can facili tate the communication between the 
two trading parties. 
Despite the relative dominance of re-export, there are 
certain commodities that are significantly being trans-
. -
shipped ra ther than being re-exported. ' Transshipment/re-
export (f.o .. b.) ratios in 1991 for each 2-digit HS items 5 
have been displayed in Table 13. It is interesting to note 
that most items carrying the largeit transshipment/re-export 
ratios are either too bulky or so forth, such that they are 
costly to be unloaded from the conveying ships. 
Re-export involves unloading the arriving vessels, 
storage of the unloaded goods and then exporting the goods 
to the country to ' be consigned. Sometimes the products are 
re-processed in the entrepot before subsequent consignment. 
Transshipment essentially saves up[ the second procedure t 
i.e. to store the goods in the entrepot. Therefore, when 
the products, for instance, ships, railway transport equip-
ments, ore-s-'a-nd fuels, are too bulky ( they will be impossi-
ble to be conveyed in cargoes. Unloading, and thus re-
export, is costly as .a result. Plastering clay which glues 
onto the containers, will also make unloading costly. 
Subsequently, all these products should be transshipped in a 
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Table 13. 
Transshipment/re-export ratio for 2-digit HS items. 
Items ratio Items ratio 
89 ship 4405.55 29 org.chem. 1.40 
86 railway 1487.50 32 dye 1.08 
47 pulp 263.27 84 appliance 1.08 
78 lead 90.49 66 umbrella 1.06 
31 fertilizer 42.46 48 paper 1.02 
62 apparel 15 .. 57 38 misc.chem. 0.89 
64 footwear 13.27 55 fibre 0.87 
43 fur 12 .. 01 30 phar. prod. 0.78 
26 ore 11.06 51 wool 0.76 
65 headgear 10.99 90 prec.instr. 0.73 
81 oth. metal 10.28 15 fats 0.67 
79 zinc 9.24 59 fabric 0.66 
46 straw prod. 9.21 40 rubber 0.66 
33 resinoid 8 .. 85 74 copper 0.66 
25 cement 7'-52 39 plastic· ' 0.64 
80 tin 6.39 87 vehicle 0.59 
63 other art. 6.24 45 cork & art. 0.58 
50 silk 5.91 85 elec .. mach .. 0.57 
94 furniture 4.67 95 toys 0.51 
27 fuels 4.17 96 mise. art .. 0.47 
42 leath.art. 4.15 72 iron/steel 0.39 
34 soap 4.03 28 inorg .. chem. 0.35 
68 stone art. 3.36 56 yarn O~32 
57 carpet 3.17 91 clock 0.28 
76 aluminium 2.23 69 ceramic pro 0.23 
73 iron art. 2.09 36 explosive 0.20 
92 rnus.instr. 1.56 35 enzyme 0.15 
67 featherletc 1.47 54 fibre 0.01 
Source: Computed from Appendix 3. 
sing1 e conveying vessels. "The role of an entrepot is to 
bridge up t~e shipment arrangementsfacross the Strait since 
direct shipment between Mainland and Taiwan is still not 
possible. 
Both '-Hong Kong's transshipment and re-export of Taiwan 
products ~ to the Mainland are fairly concentrated in certain 
commodities, namely plastic and rubber articles (HS sections 
7) I textile articles (section 11), ' footwear (section ·12) and 
.'.-
machinery (section 16). They made up of 79 . percent of 
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Taiwan's total export to the Mainland in 1991. 
Table 14 shows the most important items in Taiwan-
Mainland exports. Their major commodi ty consti tuents are 
all alike between transshipment and re-export .. But this 
similarity deteriorates when we look at the 4-digit break-
downs, although misclassifications in the transshipped 
commodities may obscure our observations. 
Table 14. ' A comparison between the commodity structures in Hong 
Kong I s transshipment and re-export of Taiwan products to the 
Mainland .. 
Re-export 
Section 7 plastic/rubber {lE.37)a Chapter 39 plast. (95.17) 
3903 polymer (32.65)c 
3920 plas.foil (38.16) 
Section 11 textile & art. (3~.38)a 
Chapter 54 fibre (41.22) 
5402 syn .. fib. (27.62}c 
5407 fabric (69.21) 





Chapter 59 fabric 
5903 fabric 
Chapter 60 fabric 
6001 pile fab. 












Section 7 . . 
Chapter 39d plast. 
3903 polymer 
3907 polyester 
3926 other art. 
Section 11 
Chapter 55d fibre 
5503 syn.fib .. 
5506 syn.fib. 
5514 wov.fabric 













(46 .... 96) b 
{23.74}c 
(67.76) 
Chapter 63 text. art .. ( 8.27)b 
6305 sack (17.18)c 
6306 ·tarpaulin (40.21) 
6307 other art. (38.69) 
--------------------------------------------------------------
Section 12-16;twear,etc(3.61)a 
Chapter 64 footwear (58.11)b 
6406 footw.parts (96.78)c 
Chapter 66 umbrella (39.87)b 
6603 umbrella parts (99.68)c 
Section 12 (37.06)a 
Chapter 64 footwear (93.21)b 
6406 footw.parts (99.19)c 
Chapter 66 umbrella ( 5.10)~ 
6603 umbrella parts (96.13)c 
----------------------------------------------~---------------
Section 16 mach. & appli-+ (20.67) a 
Chapter 84 appli. (48.37)b 
8453 shoe making m. (10.24)c 
8473 accessory ( 9.25) 
8477 rub. work ID. (13.40) 
8479 other mach. (9.77) 
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Section 16 (20.93)a 
Chapter' 84 appli_. 
8420 metal work m. 
8453 shoe making ffi. -
8471 data pro. m. 






Chapter 85 elec.mach. (51.63)b Chapter . 85delec.~. 
8504 · transformer (9.43)c 8517 telephone 
8529 m. parts (11.34) 8540 c.valve & tube 
8544 wire & cable (10.60) 8548 m. parts 
Note: (a) Percentage of traded value out of the total 
re-export or transshipment values. 




(b) Percentage of traded value in its respective HS 
section. 
(c) Percentage of traded value of the 4-digit HS 
commodity out of 2-digit item total. 
(d) ~ever~ misclassification in its composing 4-digit 
ltems 
Source: Appendix 1 to Appendix 3; transshipment values of 
the 4-digit items are computed by the author. 
However, as the physical natures of these products do 
not bear costly re-exports, it can be supposed that the 
subitem . compositioTI - o~ these commodities could be very 
similar between Hong Kong's transshipment or re-e~port. 
In fact, it is the case. For example, both re-export and 
transshipment had transported a considerable amount of raw 
plastic materials. Moreover, 4-digit HS textile articles 
of the two trading process are not very similar but are 
simultaneously concentrated with synthetic filament yarns 
and woven fabrics. parts of footwear (HS 6406) occupies 
more than 90 percent In both Hong Kong's re-export and 
transshipment of Taiwan's footwear (HS 64) to the Mainland. 
Furthermore, although the traded machines within HS 85 are 
\ 
least alike, significant amounts of them are machinery parts 
which have no large physical differences. The total traded 
values of m9~chineries (section 16) in transshipment and re-
export are also comparable. 
These observations are consistent with the earlier 




-(1) Taiwan's trade conversion factors for 1991 has not yet 
been published in the 1991 edition of statistical Yearbook 
of the Republic of China and have to be estimated. It has 
been reported that Taiwan's grand total import and export in 
1991 are respectively 62,861 mile USD and 76,178 mile USD 
which are respectively equivalent to 1,690,773 mile NT and 
2 , 040 ( 785 mil. NT. Trade conversion f actors are thus ob-
tained by dividing the former figures by the latter ones. 
Therefore, Taiwan's trade conversion factors for import is 
estimated to be 0.03718 USD/NT and 0.03733 USD/NT for export 
in 1991. It has been found that this method can produce 
accurate conversion factors for the earlier periods. 
Similarly, Taiwan's export trade conversion factors for 
1992 has been estimated to be 0.03942. This figure has been 
used to estimate the transshipment value in 1992 in Table 8. 
(2) See Sung (1992). 
(3) The simple correlation · coefficient · between column -12 
and column 14 is 0.321 and that between column 12 and column 
15 is -0.173. Rank correlations are 0.50 and -0.10 respec-
tively. Therefore, strictly speaking, our estimated trans-
shipment values is not very satisfactory if they are corre-
lated with the transshipment volumes. 
(4) See Sung (1992) I it has been reported that lIa Thai 
certificate of origin could be obtained at a mere US $100. 11 
(5) The transshipment/re-export ratio are only applicable 
for those carrying positive transshipment values .. The raw 
data on transshipment and re-export ln 1991 are already 
presented. in Appendix 1 to Appendix 3. 
(6) It should be,bear in mind that whenever severe rnisclas-





THE ECONOMICS OF TRADE BETWEEN MAINLAND AND TAIWAN 
3.1 OVERVIEW 
It is very fundamental in our economic theory that 
whenever exchange between two economies occurs following 
their own compara ti ve advantages t both economies will be 
better off with respect to their autarkic state. Theoreti-
callyspeaking, sl1Gb w _~lfare _gaiJ}$_ wjl1 be of two-fold, 
namely, production gain (more outputs) and consumption gain 
(higher consumption satisfaction). 
Orthodox trade theory sheds _ .some interesting insights 
to our present study. Firstly, the two governments' poli-
cies may have distorted their mutual trade. For example { 
al though the PRC government had opened its trade wi th the 
ROC I the latter's policy is more restricti ve. In early 
1992, there are only 164 commodities that can be indirectly 
imported from the Mainland. On the other hand, since Taiwan 
has not been regarded as a foreign country and the prevail-
i 
\ 
ing tariffs by the PRC government ar~ not applicable for its 
imports Tai wan. Imports from Taiwan are, thus preferen-
tially treated when they enter Mainland. 
--- --_._--
The resul ting 
trade _between them may not, therefore, follow close their 
own comparative advantages and it is going to be verified in 
this study. 
Secondly, knowing~ the comparative advantages of the two 
economies, it is possible to examine their potential trade 
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pattern which can merely be regarded as a long run phenome-
non as the intervening policies is getting liberalized. 
3.2 COMPARATIVE ADVANTAGE OF TAIWAN AND THE MAINLAND 
This study will first examine the comparative advan-
tages of the two China J s wi th respect to the rest of the 
world. These will then be compared wi th the comparati ve 
advantages revealed by their mutual trade. The bilateral 
trade between Mainland and Taiwan will be regarded to be 
following their -comparative advantages if the -two patterns -· 
of comparative advantages - are compatible. 
Most of the existing literature on evaluating a coun-
try's comparative advantage have been contributed by Balas-
sa. His · fundamental idea was to reveal a country's compar-
ative advantage from its export versus import performance. 
A simple but precise measure of a country's comparative 
advantage in producing some good i is the net export ind~x 
in Balassa and Noland (1987). 
where Xi (M·) = 1 
.--- --~ 
x· l M· 1 
X· + M· 1 1 
total export (import) of good i in a given 
period by the country 
It should be noted that the value of net export index 
can be highly affected by the country's trade balance. 
However, balanced trade is not very justified for both 
Taiwan and Mainland. But the -comparison - between their NX's 
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is still useful as both of them have export surpluses. 
This surplus is amounted to 9 percent of its exports for the 
Mainland and 17 percent for Taiwan in 1991. Assuming trade 
distortionary policies in both economies are only marginally 
affecting their import and export values, the NXi's of both 
Taiwan and the Mainland can reasonably indicate the compara-" 
ti ve advantages of the two economies wi th respect to the 
rest of the world. The NXi's of the two China's have been 
calculated in Table 15 for each 2-digit HS item. 
As implied by the above formula, the NX i ' s are bound.ed 
between~l and +1. This nice property allows direct com-
parison between the two economies' NXi' s . It is assumed 
that if Taiwan's NX for some good _~ is larger than that of 
the Mainland's, Taiwan possess greater comparative advantage 
over the rest of the world in the production of good i than 
the Mainland. Taiwan is then considered to embrace compara-
tive advantage over the Mainland on the production of good 
i. Needless to say, this assumption is rather strong. This 
assumes that the predictions of the Heckscher-Ohlin model 
hold with regard to any pairs of economies. However, this 
i 
\ 
convenient assumption allow us to cbmpare the comparative 
advantages of the two economies on exporting each 2-digit HS 
item. 
------... --
It should be pointed out that China's Customs Statis-
tics has only published its trade data under HS classifica-
tion since 1992 and the-most updated data available is up 
to September 1992. Therefore, the NX's have been calculat-
ed utilizing 1991 Taiwan's trade data and January-September 
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Table 15. NX "s of Taiwan and Mainland by 2-digi t HS items. 
HS items Mainland Taiwan 
1 animal 0.929 ~0.485 
2 meat 0.745 0.680 
3 fish 0.579 0.694 
4 dairy prod. 0.390 -0.938 
5 other prod. 0.816 0.122 
6 foliage 0.416 0.413 
7 vegetable 0.948 0.699 
8 fruit 0.617 -0.111 
9 coffee/tea 0.892 -0.065 
10 cereals -0.166 -0.936 
11 starch 0.181 -0.750 
12 oil seed 0.834 -0.793 
13 veg. sap" 0.325 -0.058 
14 plait.mate. 0.213 0.016 
15 fats -0.602 -0.789 
16 meat prep. 0.962 0.842 
17 sugar 0.347 -0.506 
18 cocoa -0.259 -0.943 
19 cereal prep 0.809 -0.401 
20 veg. prep. 0.963 0.225 
21 misc. prep. 0.430 -0.554 
22 beverage 0.794 -0.672 
23 residue 0.027 -0.722 
24 tobacco 0.378 -0.856 
25 cement 0.889 -0.754 
26 ore -0.833 -0.978 
27 fuels 0.290 -0.861 
28 inorg.chem. 0.505 -0.673 
29 org.chem. -0.170 -0.786 
30 phar. prod. 0.129 -0.690 
31 fertilizer -0.983 -0.719 
32 dye -0.153 -0.299 
33 resinoid 0.680 -0.076 
34 soap -0.227 -0~563 
35 enzyme -0.703 -0.066 
36 explosive 0.963 0.723 
37 photo.goods -0.397 -0.665 
38 misc?chem. -0.342 -0.648 
~ 39 plastic -0.530 0.445 
40 rubber -0.302 0~124 
41 raw skin -0.759 -0.295 
42 leath.art. 0.955 0.875 
4 3 fur -,~,,-,- 0 . 340 0 . 390 
44 wood & art. -0.318 -0.218 
45 cork & art. -0.114 -0.338 
46 straw prod. 0.990 0.727 
47 pulp -0.990 -0.898 
48 paper -0.594 -0.027 
49 printed m. -0.121 -0.484 



















68 stone art. 
69 ceramic pro 
70 glass(ware) 
71 pearl, etc 
72- -iron/steel 







81 oth. metal 
82 metal tools 













96 misc. art. 
97 antiq~e 
98 art. nes. 
0.707 0.182 
· -0.273 -0.097 
0.148 "-0.260 ' 
0.525 . -0.037 
-0.802 0.673 
-0 .. 142 0 .. 692 
-0.500 0.538 
0 .. 911 -0 .. 563 
-0.204 0.754 
-0 .. 881 0 .. 807 
-0.090 0.971 
0.940 0 .. 882 
0.949 0.841 
0.964 0 .. 819 
0.837 0.946 






0.105 -0 .. 654 
-0.410 -0.694 
-0 .. 123 0.591 
-0.714 -0.325 
















0 .. 368 0.346 
0.733 -1.000 
0.789 0.895 
0.822 - . 0.853 
0.387 0.778 
0.813 -0.679 " 
-0.864 
Source: Computed from Monthlv Statistics of Exports (and , 
Imports), the Republic of China and Customs 
Statistics of China. 
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1992 Mainland's trade data. It is not possible, therefore, 
to extent the calculation to the earlier years for the 
purpose of robustness. 
In addition, the commodities are grouped into 5 broad 
categories, namely, primary products, fuels and minerals, 
labour-intensive products, capital-intensive products and 
precision instruments, according to product characteristics. 
The method of categorization is tabulated in Appendix 6. 
Their respective NXi's can reveal factor endowments in the 
two economies and. c.an be interpr~_t~d _as the "fundamentals" 
to take· :account of their own prevailing trade patterns. 
These fundamentals are useful in predicting their mutual 
trade in the long run. All calculations have neglected 
the trade of the PRC' s outward processing industries be-
cause the imports and exports of these industries are clas-
sified in division 9 (commodities not classified elsewhere) 
and it is not possible to distribute these exports and 
imports into the appropriate commodity categories from 
available data. 
Table 16. 








Source: Computed from Appendix 3 
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NX'S of PRC NX'S of Roe 
0.931 
0.210 
0 .. 291 
-0.314 
-0.127 
and Appendix 6. 
-0.086 
-0.858 




Table 16 has obviously shown that the factor endowments 
are very different between Taiwan and the Mainland. The 
Mainland has been a strong exporter of primary products and 
mineral resources but a large net importer of capital inten-
sive products and precision instruments. On the other hand, 
Taiwan has a weak net demand on primary products and preci-
sion instruments but has a weak net export of capital inten~ 
si ve goods. Natural resources are poorly endowed. It 
should not be surprised to observe that both Taiwan and the 
Mainland possess strong comparative adya~tages in pro~~~in~ 
labour int~nsive products. AS the exports of manufacturing · 
products from the two China's are competitive in the world 
market 1 , trade between themsel ves will be primarily intra-
industry type for the labour intensive items. This hypothe-
sis will be testified in the latter part of the study. 
3.3 THE REVEALED COMPARATIVE ADVANTAGE AS FROM THE TRADE 
BETWEEN TAIWAN AND THE MAINLAND 
Present li terature scarcely touch the question as to 
reveal thecomparati ve advantage between a given pair of 
i 
countries. H6wever, this problem is ~ery crucial in analyz-
ing the economic interactions across the Strai t. In our 
si tuation, th~ net export index already introduced is not 
---------
very applicable as the concerning trading pair already have 
persistent substantial trade imbalance records. If the 
NXi's are re-calculated using the bilateral trade data be-
tween Mainland and Taiwan, most of Taiwan's NXi' s will be 
positive. 
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Balassa and Noland (19B7) has proposed an "export 
revealed comparative advantage" (XRCA) index to reveal the 
relative comparative advantage of a country (or country k) 
in the production of some good i. This idea essentially 




2:X ' k!L:L:X, , 
,l "l J 
1 lJ 
where j = 1,· ·k··,n .and Xij is the export of good i by 
country j. 
Conceptually, country k displays its comparative advan-
tage over its trading partners (i .. e.. the group of j coun-
tries) when the concerning commodity is exported by country 
k in a disproportionately large quantity, · i .. e .. when the XRCA 
lS greater than 1. 
In order to reveal the relative comparative advantages 
of Mainland China and Taiwan from their mutual trade, we 
can make use the XRCA index by restricting the reality to be 
a two-country-world. The Xij's that are used to compute the 
XRCA index are then restricted to be the bilateral trade· 
I 
between Mainland China and Taiwan. After these modifica-
tions, Taiwan's XRCA is then transformed into: 
- where 
Xit!(Xit + Xim ) 
XRCAit = 
EX't!(L;X't + ~Xim) ,l ,l 
l 1 1 
Xit is Taiwan's export of good i to the Mainland; 
Xim is the Mainland's export of good i to Taiwan. 
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A more clear interpretation of XRCAit can be given by 
the following proposition, which is obtained directly from 
the definition of XRCAit: 
Proposition: XRCAit > 1 ~ > 
Equivalently, whenever XRCAit is greater than I, Taiwan 
exports proportionately more good i than the Mainland. 
Taiwan can thus be regarded as possessing comparative advan-
. - - - - -
tage with respect to Mainland in trading good i between 
themselves. Therefore, our modified version of XRCA index 
is still intuitively valid. It immediately follows from the 
above proposition that, when XRcAit is greater than I, 
XRCAim must be smaller than 1. Put it differently, when 
Mainland is at comparative advantage, Taiwan must be compar-
atively disadvantaged. Therefore, the ranking of the 
XRCAim's is just the reverse of the XRCAit's. 
XRCAit's for 'each 2-digit HS commodities have been 
calculated using Hong Kong's re-export data to represent the 
bilateral trade of the two economies. \ Here should point out 
'. . ' I 
our earlier problem: the XRCAt's are exact on the condition 
that the commodity structure of Mainland's product trans-
shipped into--Taiwan is similiar to that of Mainland's indi-
rect export to Taiwan. But the relevant information is 
lacking. - The re-export data are converted to be f.o.b. 
::-' va.lues at the country of origin by a 15 percent discount for 
--- ·. the re-exports of those Taiwan origin and - 25 percent - for-
4 0 
Table 17. XRCAt's in 1991 by 2-digit HS items. 
Calculated from re-export data 
with transshipment data 
Calculated from 
re-export data only 
HS items xRCAt ____________ ~H~S~i~t~e~m~s~ ________ ~X~R~C~At 
88 aircraft 1.117 88 aircraft n.a. 
86 railway 1.117 89 ship 1.213 
01 animal 1.117 86 railway 1.213 
89 ship 1.117 01 animal 1.213 
59 fabric 1.116 59 fabric 1.211 
54 fibre 1.109 54 fibre 1.204 
48 paper 1.109 35 enzyme 1.203 
35 enzyme 1.109 60 fabric 1.201 
64 footwear 1.106 48 paper 1.196 
60 fabric 1.106 39 plastic 1.192 
39 plastic 1.105 _ 40 rubber 1 c-._1 _83 
40 rUbber 1.100 56 yarn 1.17g 
31 fertilizer 1.099 87 vehicle 1.174 
47 pulp 1.099 58 fabric 1.164 
87 vehicle 1.094 84 appliance 1.146 
56 yarn 1.093 89 ship 1.133 
65 headgear 1.091 04 dairy prod. 1.133 
84 appliance 1.086 41 raw skin 1.131 
58 fabric 1.071 74 copper 1.129 
34 soap 1.070 23 residue 1.129 
74 copper 1.069 21 misc.prep. 1.119 
92 mus.instr. 1.061 83 misc.art. 1.098 
66 umbrella 1.045 36 explosive 1.071 
98 art. nes. 1.043 96 mise.art. 1.071 
04 dairy prod. 1.043 92 mus.instr. 1.070 
41 raw skin 1.041 64 footwear 1.068 
23 residue 1.040 66 umbrella 1.062 
21 misc.prep. 1.031 51 wool 1.011 
96 mise.art. 1.024 49 printed matter 1.009 
76 aluminium 1.023 55 fibre 1.005 
83 misc.metal art.l.011 44 wood & art. 1.004 
36 explosive 1.005 ~9 cereal prep_ 1.002 
55 fibre 1.005 ~4 soap 0.995 
51 wool 1.003 85 elee.mach. 0.979 
94 furniture 0.999 65 headgear 0.947 
73 iron art. 0.993 76 aluminium 0.935 
85 elec.macb~ 0.969 30 phar.prod. 0.935 
30 phar.prod. 0.957 70 glass(ware) 0.931 
63 other text.art.0.957 22 beverage 0.904 
38 misc.chem. 0.942 38 misc.chem. 0.897 
32 dye 0.940 75 nickel 0.890 
49 printed matter 0.929 73 iron art. 0.875 
57 carpet 0.927" 90 prec.instr.. 0.874 
44 wood &- art. ---: 0.925 32 dye 0.873 
19 cereal prep.-_. - : O. 923 _:-_ . 95 ---toys .-.,---- 0.870 
90 pree.instr. 0.912 17 sugar 0.843 
95 toys 0.885 18 cocoa 0.833 
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Calculated from re-export data 
with transshipment data 
HS items XRCA 
70 glass(ware) O.85~ 
42 leather art. · 0.853 
29 org.chem. 0.848 
43 fur 0.844 
22 beverage 0.832 
75 nickel 0.820 
78 lead 0.814 
91 clock 0.804 
17 sugar 0.776 
18 cocoa 0.767 
06 foliage 0.736 
82 metal tools 0.730 
16 meat prep. 0.722 
68 stone art. 0.716 
27 fuels 0.711 
81 other metal 0.711 
72iron/steel O~707 
52 cotton 0.697 
45 cork & art. 0.689 
80 tin 0.608 
67 feather;etc. 0.568 
69 ceramlC prod. 0.558 
33 resinoid 0.523 
79 Zlnc 0.521 
02 meat 0.481 
50 silk 0.467 
28 inorg.chem. 0.458 
62 apparel 0.452 
53 fibre 0.450 
10 cereals 0.424 
03 fish 0.307 
15 fats 0.268 
25 cement 0.187 
71 pearl,etc. 0.146 
37 photo.goods 0.143 
20 veg.prep. 0.122 . 
12 oil seed 0.097 
61 apparel 0.094 
26 ore 0.054 
14 plait.material 0.046 
13 veg.sap 0.045 
97 antique __ 0.036 
46 s t r a wpr-od . 0 . 0 3 5 
09 coffee/tea 0.0 1 5 
05 oth.ani.prod. 0.0 07 
08 fruit 0.003 
07 vegetable 0.002 
24 tobacco O.oot 
11 starch 0.000 
Source: Computed from Appendix 3. 
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Calculated from 
re-export data only 
HS items XRCAS 91 clock 0.81 
06 foliage 0.800 
82 metal tools 0.793 
16 meat prep. 0.784 
52 cotton 0.757 
45 cork & art. 0.748 
94 furniture 0.728 
31 fertilizer 0.717 
29 org.chem. 0.689 
72 iron/steel 0.617 
57 carpet 0.655 
63 other art. 0.549 
69 ceramic prod. 0.544 
02 meat 0.523 
53 wool 0.489 
42 leather art. . 0.468 
10 cereals 0.461 
28 inorg.chem. 0.412 
67 feather, etc. 0.359 
68 stone art. 0.353 
03 fish 0.333 
27 fuels 0.307 
43 fur 0.233 
47 pulp 0.227 
15 fats 0.193 
80 tin 0.169 
81 other metal 0.163 
71 pearl,etc. 0.158 
37 photo.goods 0.156 
20 veg.prep. 0.133 
50 silk 0.114 
12 oil seed 0.106 
61 apparel 0.102 
33 resinoid 0_100 
79 zinc 0.096 
14 plait.material 0.050 
[3 veg.sapO.049 
~2 apparel 0.048 
97 ant i que 0.039 
~ 6 stra w prod. 0.0 3 8 
78 lead 0.035 
25 cement 0.028 
09 cof f ee/tea 0.016 
0 5 oth.ani.prod. 0.007 
2 6 ore 0.005 -
08 fruit 0.003 
07 vegetable , Q.003 
24 tobacco -- 0.001 
11 starch 0.000 
those of Maihland origin. 2 As has been pointed out, trans-
shipment is sometimes more significant than re-export in 
transacting a commodity, the XRCAit'S are then recalculated 
after adding the formerly estimated Hong Kong's transship-
ment values of Taiwan products to the Mainland. All negative 
transshipment values are simply set zero. 3 
Both sets of XRCAi t 's are displayed for the sake of 
comparison but they are apparently very similar. To be more 
conclusive, Taiwan (Mainland) is regarded to have compara-
tive advantage ln the production of the uppermost (lowest) 
one-third part of the whole series which comprise about 32 
commodities. The comparative advantage of the remaining 
one-third lS probably not very robust and will not be very 
useful in drawing conclusions. The XRCAimls need not to be 
computed, as its ranking is the reverse of the XRCAitlS. 
Table 15 has already presented the comparative advan-
tages of both Taiwan and Mainland with respect to the rest 
of the world and the relative magnitude of their NXi's is 
assumed to be representing the comparative advantages of 
Taiwan versus Mainland. What should be maintained is to 
testify whether the two economies :are actually exporting 
proportionately more th.e products that it has comparative 
advantage. 
Comparing Table 15 and Table 174( it is striking that 
they fit very well. If the relative magnitudes of Taiwan1s 
and Mainland's NXi' s in Table 15 do validly indicate the 
comparative advantages of Mainland and Taiwan, there are, 
however, some items within their bilateral trade are seem-
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ingly not traded following their comparative advantages. In 
the ~aiwan-Mainland flow, if we look at the XRCAit series 
calculated from the re-export data, HS 1 (live animals), HS 
4 (dairy products), HS 21 (miscellaneous food preparations) , 
HS 23 (residue in foodstl:lff preparations), HS 36 (explo-
sives), HS 49 (printed matters), HS 86 (railway transporta-
tion equipments) { HS 89 (ships) and HS 92 (musical instru-
ments) can all be located in the upper one-third of the 
XRCAit series. In the other words, they are being traded at 
a quantity violating the comparative advantages (accord-ihg --_ . .. 
to Table 15) of the two economies. However, HS 49 (l:>rinted 
matter) is located in the tlnon-robust" region in the XRCAit 
series that has taken into account -bf transshipment. In the 
Mainland-Taiwan flow, only items HS 3 (fish) is "behaving 
badly". Nevertheless, the former 9 items have mer~ly made 
up of 3.50 percent of Taiwan's indirect export to Mainland 
in 1991 and HS 3 have just made up of 2.47 percent of Main-
land's indirect export to Taiwan. 
It should also be noted that the upper one-third of the 
"re-export series" in Table 17 has adcount for 74.31 percent 
I 
I 
of the indirect trade from Taiwan to Mainland, compared with 
11.53 percent from Mainland to Tai~ljan. In addi tion the 
lower one-tni-id has made up a share of 50.84 percent in the 
Mainland's indirect export - to Taiwan but only · 2.54 percent 
in the reverse flow. Therefqre, _ the mutual _ trade between 
~ . 
. - the two China's are largel~ . following their comparative : 
-- . ~ . 
advantages (with respect to the rest of the world) and is 
_ 44 
going to ben~fit the two economies. 
3.4 SOME PARADOXES 
Although the trade between Taiwan and the Mainland 
seems to have conformed with their own comparative advan-
tages (according to Table 15), and Mainland China has been 
shown to be relatively more deficient in capital, the par-
tion of capital-intensive goods in the Mainland-ta-Taiwan 
indirect export is surprisingly large (Table 18) .. 
Table 18. 
Comnlodlty composition of Mainland-Taiwan bilateral indirect 
· trade in 1991. 
Taiwan's export 
Foodstuff/Primary products 1.36 
Fuels and minerals 0.06 
Labour-intensive products 66.47 " 
Capital-intensive products 30.55 






3 .. 15 
(Unit: percent) 
Note: Although not all 2-digit HS commodities are taken 
into calculation (see Appendix 6), the percentage 
values have been scaled down so that they will sum 
up to 100 percent. 
Source: Computed from Appendix 3 and Appendix 6. 
Furthermore, as both Mainland and Taiwan are shown to 
be two labour abundant economies, labour-intensive products 
i 
in their bilateral trade should be ~ighly similar. More-
over, if Mainland is significantly more capi tal deficient I 
capital-intensive products in their bilateral trade should 
be less similar. The cosines of their bilateral indirect 
export vectors 5 in 1991 have been tabulated in Table 19. 
However, it has been found that the cosine value for capi-
tal-intensive goods is the highest amongst their indirectly 
traded products (Table 19). As the structure of capi tal-
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intensive products in their mutual indirect exports are 
highly similar, capital-intensive goods in their bilateral 
trade appear to be rivalrous rather than complementary. 
In addition, two familiar intra-industry indices, 
namely Aquino index and Grubel and Lloyd index (GL}6, have 
been computed from the f. o. b. re-export da ta for each 2-
digit HS items. Method of conversion to f.o.b. values at 
countries 'of origin has been mentioned earlier. Simple 
averages of the intra-industry indices for each industry 
~ - - . 
group are presented in Table 20 . ,The higher the intra-
industry indices' values ( the greater will be the intra-
industry trade component. A priori t one can also suppose 
that their bilateral exports of labour-intensive products 
should be mainly intra-industry type; whereas those of 
Table 19 .. 
Cosine values of the Mainland-Taiwan bilateral indirect 












Values of intra-industry indices for 1991 Taiwan-Mainland 




Fuels and minerals 
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, Capital-intensive products 
Precision instruments 
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and Appendix 6. 
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capital-intensive products should be mainly inter-industry 
type. However, Table 20 clearly shows that intra-industry 
trade is more intense in capital intensive products and 
precision instruments. 
These paradoxes: (1 ) ntoo ' much" capital-intensive 
products being exported from the Mainland to Taiwan; (2) 
too intensive intra-industry trade in their bilateral ex-
ports of capital-intensive products; and (3) unreasonably 
low intra-industry trade content in their bilateral exports 
of labour-intensi v,e product,s; are going to be expla.ined. 
Possibly" these paradox~s arises if Mainland's indirect 
export to Taiwan is not representative for the entire Main-
land exports to Taiwan. However, ~~ey can also be explained 
by finer details. 
Checked with Hong Kong's re-export data, 8.72 percent 
of the 30.17 percent of capital intensive goods exported 
from the Mainland, are chemical products which the Mainland 
has shown to have comparative advantage to produce. Where-
as, the share of chemical products in Taiwan's indirect 
export to the Mainland is only 3.14 percent. Besides, 
another 6.18 percent of the 30.17 percent are metal/metal 
products which are primarily determined by natural resource 
endowments. Its share in Taiwan's indirect export to the 
Mainland is 3.94 percent. While the remaining 14.86 percent 
and 0.41 percent are machinery and electrical equipment 
(section 16) and transport equipment ,(section 17) respec-
tively which are less than their Taiwan counterparts of 
20.78 percent and 2.68 percent. Therefore, actually Taiwan 
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has exported more capital intensive goods that have higher 
technology contents. 
The second paradox concerns the similarity of capital-
intensive products in their bilateral exports. Table 20 
shows the 4-digi t breakdowns of electrical appliances (HS 
84) and machinery (HS 85) that are traded in 1991. These 
two items are the most important capital intensive products 
within their bilateral trade. Facts revealing that the 
Table 21. 











Taiwan to Mainland 
indirect transshipmeiJt 
export via Hong Kong 

















item % in HS 85 % 
8503 accessory 5.03 * 
8504 transformer 9.43 * 
8517 telephone 2.87 18.68 
8518 microphone 5.02 5.50 
8522 accessory 7.16 5.94 
8528 television 5.19 * 
8529 accessory_ 11.34 6.28 
8532 capacitors 5.01 * 
8534 p.circuits 1.65 12.28 
8540 cathode 5~64 28.81 
8542 i.c. 5.17 * 
8544 wire/cable 10.60 3.81 
Mainland's indirect 
export to Taiwan 
item % 
8414 pumps 5.12 
8419 heaters 9.47 
8452 sew.mach. 4.12 
8470 calcu.mach. 4.52 
8473 accessory 35.21 














Note: "*" represent neg-ative transshipment value being 
estimated. 
Source: Computed from Monthly Statistics of Exports, the 
Republic of China and the data released by the 
Statistics Department, Hong Kong. 
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Mainland hav~ exported more standard products like machinery 
parts, transformers and motors. The technology content is 
relatively low. Whereas, Taiwan's exports. are more intri-
cate. Major items include industrial-use machines and 
integrated circuits. It is difficult to extend the similar 
investigation to other products as most of them are more 
homogeneous. But as HS 84 and HS 85 have made up a very 
high percentage in the capital-intensive goods in their 
bilateral trade, the competitive nature of their capital-
intensive products may have somehow been exaggerated. 
'.-
Finally, it can easily be checked that lots of labour-
intensive products traded between Mainland and Taiwan are 
resource related. Therefore, the earlier cosine measures 
and intra-industry trade indices for their traded labour-
intensive products are of values lower than expected. For 
example, Mainland has exported vast amounts of cotton, silk, 
furskin and rattan, whereas products of wood, charcoal and 
leather are mainly exported by Taiwan. 
3.5 POTENTIAL TRADE PATTERN 
As the two China's governments are getting realized the 
betterment from their mutual trade, their policies are 
supposed to be_ progressi vely liberalized. Therefore, it is 
-.--
timely to speculate the trade pattern when government inter-
vention is minimized. Although, the trade across the Strait 
. has shown to be following the two economies' comparative 
advantages with respect to the rest of the world, what has 
not been loosely answered is to what extent have these 
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comparative advantages been realized. 
For obvious reasons, trade potential for some good i, 
can be said to exist between two countries when one coun-
try's NXi is positive while the other's is negative; but at 
the present moment, their existing bilateral trade volume of 
that item is "too small". It can be expected that good i 
will be more intensively traded between the two countries in 
the foreseen future. 
This supposi tion is going to be used to predict the 
- - -
future trade pattern between Taiwan and Mainland · China. 
Wi thout further reI iable information, it is assumed tha t 
Taiwan will export more to the Mainland if these products 
simultaneously satisfy two conditions: 
(1) the values of Taiwan's NXi IS wi th respect to the rest 
of the world are positive for these products but those for 
the Mainland's are negative; 
(2) the XRCAit'S of these products cannot be located at the 
upper one-third ranges of both XRCA t series in Table 17. 
Following these two criteria, Taiwan's comparative 
advantage (as meausured by their NX values) has not yet 
fully exercised in glass and glassware (HS 70) r articles of 
iron and steel (HS 73) { and machinery and equipments (HS 85) 
in Taiwan I s·_·e·xports to the Mainland. It is thus expected 
that the exports ' of ,these items ~ from Taiwan to Mainland will 
grow · faster than the reverse flow in the longeLrun. On the 
~ other hand, the trade volumes of live animals (HS 01) { dairy 
products (HS 0.4), sugar (HS 17), miscellaneous food prepara-
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tions (HS 21), beverages, spirits and vinegar (HS 22) I 
residue in food preparation (HS 23), mineral fuels and oils 
(HS 27) I pharmaceutical products (HS 30) I carpets (HS 57) I 
articles of stone/cement (HS 68), other base metals (HS 80) 
and ships (HS 89) in the export from Mainland to Taiwan 
will increase more rapidly in the future. 
If the above predictions are correct, the proportion of 
capi tal-intensi ve goods in the Taiwan-Mainland export will 
increase and this will primarily be contributed by machinery 
and equipments (HS 85). In 1991, HS85 has made _ ~p of 10.67 
percent in the Taiwan-Mainland indirect export but 11.98 
percent in the reverse flow in 1991. In addition, exports 
of Taiwan's photographic and other precision instruments (HS 
90) are also expected to prosper, even though both Taiwan's 
and the Mainland's NX values of this item are negative. The 
difference between their NX's is sUbstantial. The NX' s of 
HS 90 for Taiwan and the Mainland are -0.384 and -0.093. 
respectively. Taiwan should have substantial comparative 
advantage to export HS 90 to the Mainland. These items ·have 
made up of 1.42 percent in Taiwan-Mainland indirect export 
i 
I 
and 2.59 percent in the reverse direction in 1991. But at 
the time being, over 90 percent of HS 90 in their bilateral 
exports are ~\ldimentary photographic accessories, such as 
tripod. The prospect of other Taiwan's photographic acces-
sories in the Mainland market can be fairly bright. 
Amongst the i terns selected, export growths of Main- . 
landts mineral fuels and oils (HS 27) are expected to real-
ize in the earliest instant. It is because these products 
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are scarcely available domestically in Taiwan. Therefore, 
trade liberalization for these items would receive least 
political pressures in Taiwan. 
3.6 TRADE DIVERSION POTENTIAL 
Undoubtedly, if the two China's do completely liberal-
ize their mutual trade I the volume of their direct trade 
will enlarge and the importance of indirect trade through 
Hong Kong will also . vary accordingly_ Arab and Hirsch 
(1982)denoled -the ·substitution of indirect trade by direct · 
trade as trade di version. A measure of trade di version 
potential is a crucial task in the prevailing literature of 
trade theory. Arab and Hirsch had suggested that trade 
diversion potential exists for a commodity whenever one 
country has been a net exporter of that commodity but the 
other has been a net importer and the two countries then 
open their bila teral trade. Furthermore f they proposed 
that: 
. tade diversion potential = min( IX i - ~1i \ f IXj - M j I} f 
where subscripts i and j represent t~o trading countries; X 
and M represent the export and import of a certain 
product before liberalized trade between i and j; 
eithe~ IXi - Mil > 0 and \Xj - Mjl < 0 or IXi - Mil < 0 
and I X) __ =- M j I ) O. 
Using the method developed by Arab and Hirsch, Chang 
and Lin (1992) have measured the trade diversion potential 
if complete trade liberalization had hypothetically existed. 
But Chang and Lin's work did not state explicitly the as-
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sumptions as how ,the selection of direct trade and indirect 
trade will be made under their hypothetical liberalized 
trade. In Arab and Hirsch's original work, Isreal and Egypt 
had apparently no trade between themselves. But the present 
barrier between Mainland and Taiwan is quite low. The Roe 
government cannot effectively control Taiwan's export to 
Mainland. Furthermore, despite the ROC's restrictions, 
prohibited items from the Mainland can still get into Taiwan 
through fake certificates. In particular, Hong Kong's 
transshipment of Mainland products to Taiwan g~9ws very 
rapidly in 1992. 
Nevertheless, it appears that transshipment via Hong 
Kong can be readily transformed into direct trade under 
liberal trade policy. It appears that current transshipment 
values can be regarded as the lower bound of the amount of 
direct trade under liberal trade. It should be noted that 
present transshipment procedure involves higher transaction 
cost than direct trade, as insurance premium only covers the 
accident losses on the freight from Taiwan to Hong Kong. 
The shipment path as from Hong Kong to the Mainland is not 
insurable~ Only under government's sanction will the insur-
ance institutions provide any insurance policy to safeguard 
the entire Taiwan-to-Mainland freight. Therefore, direct 
_ . .... 
trade volume would likely be larger than the current trans-
shipment volume .. 
Moreover, opening up direct trade linkages between 
Taiwan and the Mainland I will generate certain ports I like 
Kaoshiung in Taiwan, · be specialized in servicing direct 
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trade wi th the Mainland. If the scale of economies in 
servicing direct trade is substantial, part of the re-export 
trade through Hong Kong will be diverted into direct trade. 
Therefore, current transshipment values and the transship-
ment/re-export ratios are two more appropriate measures on 
the trade diversion potential for the Mainland-Taiwan case. 
The larger the transshipment values, the more intense will 
be the economies of scale on servicing direct trade and thus 
the larger the trade diversion potential. And the trans-
. . .. . , . . 
shipment/re-export-- ratio represent the "comparative advan-
tage" of direct trade versus re-export trade in trading a 
particular commodity, which the latter may be primarily 
.. 
determined by the physical nature of the commodity. Never-
theless, it is very difficult, if not impossible to esti-
mate the exact volume of direct trade and is thus omitted in 
the present study. 
Theoretically speaking, the above measures on trade 
diversion potential, namely current transshipment values and 
transshipment/re-export ratios r are also appropriate for 
Mainland's exports to Taiwan. Hdwever r 
1 
transshipment 
values by commodity of Mainland origin to Taiwan have not 
yet been satisfactorily ascertained. The dissertation will 
be more c6rnpi-ete when a more thorough research on Hong 
Kong's transshipment of Mainland's products to Taiwan has 
been accomplished .. 
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Footnotes: 
(1) See Chang, R .. F. (1989). 
(2) See Sung (1992). 
(3) If undervaluation of Taiwan's export is the reason for 
such negatives, this data manipulation is appropriate. But 
if misclassification dominates over undervaluation, it is 
still appropriate to set zero the negatives. It is because 
this manipulation can I to a certain extent, correct the 
export values that have been reduced by misclassification. 
(4) Needless to say, some may argue that it does not make 
sense to compare Table 15 and Table 17 t as one is the fig-
ures on NX's whereas the other is on XRCA's. It is better 
to reconstruct one of them so that both are concerning the 
same index.. But it should be noted that selecting trade 
partners in calculating XRCA's in Table 15 obviously creates 
--problems.. For _the __ sake of comparison, "rest of the world" 
as trade partner is the best reference point. But it imme-' 
diately makes the calculation complicated. It is more 
convenient to compute NX's in Table 15 as a result. It has 
been noted by Balassa and Noland that the choice between NX 
or XRCA is a matter of convenience, after all. 
On the other hand, whereas the NX's is difficult to be 
interpreted when there is substaniial trade imbalance-, the 
numerical values of XRCA' s do mean something. There-
fore, it is to be emphasized that the methodology adopted is 
to see in what proportion that the goods are being traded. 
CS) The cosine of two export vectors, say Xl and X2 can be 




-...1 In - 2n 
CosX1 X2 = --n~----[ ).X 2.[),X ' 2 
--- In ~ .. 2n 
Cosine value is commonly used to "quantify" the similari ty 
between two export vectors. 
(6) For tb_~_-details of Aquino index and Grubel and Lloyd 
index, please refer to Aquino (1978). 
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CHAPTER 4 
CONSEQUENCES ON DOMESTIC PRODUCTIONS 
4.1 OVERVIEW 
With deteriorating domestic investment environment in 
Taiwan, many Taiwan investors are looking outward, espe-
cially the south east Asia, for profit earning opportuni-
ties where tradi tional labour intensive operations can be 
transplanted. Attracted by geographical proximitYI same 
language and the Mainland I s policy on foreign investment I 
Mainland China is a new eye~catching investment target for 
Taiwanese investors. 
Challenged by increasing capi tal outflow, it has been 
reported that Taiwan industrial sector has thus been "hol-
lowing-out". First of all, investing outside means less 
capital has been invested locally. SecondlYI due to lower 
production cost, the finished products produced overseas 
will be more competitive in the world market and thus bring-
ing negative effects to domestic producers. FinallYI if the 
products are to be resold back to Taiwan, the domestic 
market will also be invaded by foreign operations. Recent-
ly ( investment in the Mainland has been blamed to be a 
contributing factor for industrial "hollowing-out" in Tai-
wan. 1 
To verify this issue, we must have a comprehensive 
study on the industrial impacts following the economic 
interaction across the Strait. It should be stressed that 
whereas Taiwan's capital outflow may in fact lessen domestic 
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productions, domestic exports to the Mainland will stimulate 
Taiwan's domestic productions and thus local investments. 
For comprehensiveness, industrial impacts upon Mainland 
China should also be assessed. In addition, increments on 
Mainland's exports induced by Taiwanese investment and the 
amounts of product resold to Taiwan will also be estimated. 
All these results will be useful for succeeding policy 
formulation and researches in pursuit. 
Finally, this chapter will end with a note on the 
prospect of the - two .· China's mutlialpolicy ·towards each 
other. 
4.; 2 EVALUATING _ INDUSTRIAL IMPACTS: · · THE METHODOLOGY 
This section will present a quantitative evaluation on 
the industrial impacts on the two economies. Due to data 
constraints, the present analysis is completely static and 
requires certain strong assumptions. However, the results 
will be reasonably valid . Parts of the evaluation will 
proceed with the familiar input-output analysis. Most impor-
tant of all, input-output analysis~ill give us an impres-
sion on the industrial distribution of impacts accruing to 
the two economies. BasicallYI the assessment procedure will 
be based on-·~tlie following set of matrix-equations: 
dYEm = (l-A )-1. (E -S) (1 ) m m 
dLEm = dYEm!{Y!L)m ( 2 ) 
dYIm = dK· (Y !K) sez (3 ) 
dL Im = dY1m/(Y!L)sez ( 4 ) 
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where 
dTm = o · dK· (Y / K) se z ( 5 ) 
S = o·dT ( 6 ) m 
dYEt = (l-Dt)-l.E t (7 ) 
dLEt = dYEt/(Y/L)t (8 ) 
dKEt = dYEt/(Y/K)t ( 9 ) 
dYrt = (l-D t ) -1 {dK. (Y/K) t 1 (10) 
dYTm = (l-D t )-l.dTm (11) 
(l-D t )-l = domestic output impact matrix for Taiwan; 




= domestic export from Taiwan to the' Mainland; 
= domestic export from the l"lainland to Taiwan; 
= value of Taiwan's investment in the 
Mainland; 
= domestic export from the Mainland induced by 
Taiwan's investment; 
output (employment) increase in the Mainland 
brought by its domestic export to Taiwan; 
dY1m (dL1m ) = output (employment) increase in the Mainland brought by Taiwan's investment; 
output (employment) increase in Taiwan 
brought by its domestic export to the 
Mainland; 
I 
dKEt ' = Taiwan's domestic industrial investment induced by its domestic export to the 
Mainland; . 
dYr - Taiwan's domestic output decrease brought by _t~ ·~ capital outflow; 
dYTm = Taiwan's domestic output decrease due to 
complete export displacement by Mainland's 
export; 
Y/L = output/labour ratio; subscript rn, sez and t 
represent Mainland, special economic zones 
and Taiwan respectively; 
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Y/~ = output/capital ratio; subscript rn, sez and t 
represent Mainland, special economic zones 
and Taiwan respectively; 
S = (semi-finished) product resale to Taiwan as 
a result of Taiwan's investment in the 
Mainland; 
o = average propensity to export of Taiwan-owned 
enterprises in the Mainland 
= gross export value of Taiwan-owned 
enterprises 7 gross production value of 
these enterprises; 
6 = average propensity to resale (semi-finished) 
products to Taiwan 
= gross value of product resale + gross export 
value of the Taiwan-owned enterprises 
The· first four equations describe the industrial im-
pacts upon Mainland. It has been presumed that all the 
Taiwan's DFIs in the Mainland are of production coeffi-
cients, Y/K and Y/L, equal to those of the DFls in the 
special economic zones. It is because most of Taiwan's DFIs 
can be located in these areas. On the other hand, Main-
land's domestic export to Taiwan is assumed to have produced 
all over the country. The fifth equation facili tates the 
estimation on how much domestic export from the Mainland are 
actually produced by Taiwan's capi tal. Equation (6) is 
devised to e~timate the amount of product resale into Tai-
wan. As will be assumed later f Taiwan investors do not 
purchase any ~ainland's local industrial supplies, no indus-
trial linkages will be brought by Taiwan capitals. There-
fore, equation (3) does not carry output impact matrix, (1-
Am)-l. 
The remaining fi ve are to quantify the effects upon 
Taiwan's output, employment and domestic investment. Equa-
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tion (7) and (9) are to qua.ntify the impacts brought by 
Taiwan's domestic export to the Mainland, whereas Equation 
(10) is to quantify the output loss as a result of capital 
outflow. Equation (11) is to assess the impact on the Tai-
wan's industrial output if the increase of Mainland's export 
(dTm) had completely displaced Taiwan's. Note tha t "com-
plete displacement n here means one dollar increase of 
Mainland's'export displaces one dollar of Taiwan's. 
It should be noted that Mainland's two-tier pricing 
system makes the conventional input-output analysis not" very 
applicable. However there is no better alternatives, as the 
black market price is not available. Therefore{ our evalua-
tion on the Mainland's industrial ' impact is by no means 
exact. 
Due to data limitations, consequences realized in 1990 
and 1991 have been computed. It should be noted{ however{ 
that adding up dYEm from equation (l) with dYIm from equa-
tion (3) is not qui te legi tima te. It is because whereas 
equation (1) implicitly assumes demand-side is the sole 
limi ting. factor· on Mainland 's industrial output, equation 
1 
(3) implicitly assumes the limiting factor lies in the 
supply-side. For most developing countries, capital stock 
is a vi tal l.l~-i ting factor on their economic growths.. Thus, 
equation (3) is more crucial.· However, some of the Main-
land's industrial sectors have not yet received Taiwan's 
investments. Obvious examples are agriculture, mining, and 
energy productions. These sectors may be encountering demand 
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constraints. Therefore, dYEm and dY Im would be added up to 
find the · upper bound of the Mainland's industrial output 
increment. Moreover, under excess supply of labour (or, the 
presence of disguised unemployment), both increase in export 
and increase in industrial capital stock can increase indus-
trial output. 
If equation (3) is fundamentally valid, the value of 
product resale can effectly be estimated by equation (6) .. 
These products resold should be subtracted from gross export 
value to obtain Mainland's domestic export to Taiwan and 
this is done in equation (1) · . This procedure ~an minimize 
the upper bound on the Mainland China's industrial impacts, 
which is given by adding up equations (1) and (3). 
On the other hand { it is reasonable to assume that 
Taiwan is now confronting demand constraints since its 
export competi ti veness in the world market is declining .. 
Moreover, it has been heard that there is an excess supply 
of capital in Taiwan. Therefore, the concerning industrial 
impacts upon Taiwan will primarily originate from its domes-
tic export to the Mainland. Therefore, equation (10) is 
merely an auxiliary equation to hYpothesize the output 
loss I i .f any, due to its capi tal ou tflow to the Mainland .. 
Actually, the outflown capital might not have been invested 
domestically. The significance of equation (10) is to 
verify the possibility of industrial "hollowing-out" 111 
Taiwan under' the strongest assumption of perfect substitu-
tion of domestic investment by outward investment. 
It has been assumed that any incremental capital will 
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bring about an increase in output according to the existing 
output/capital ratio and will then open up employments 
according to the existing labour producti vi ty. Finally, 
ou tpu t incremen t in equa tion (1 ) should be es tima ted . by 
Mainland's domestic output impact matrix (l-Dm) -1 /. rather 
than (l-Am}-l. However, the latter has not been published. 
4.3 DATA SOURCE 
Trade da ta, which are primarily re-export and trans-
. shipment I "lia-ve -been discussed ear1ier. It should furthe:rbe 
stressed that all the trade data to be used are in f.o.b. 
values following the conversion method introduced before. 
On the other hand, investment data' is relatively scarce as 
the PRC government has not released the industry distribu-
tion of Taiwanese investment. Therefore, in this study all 
investment data are taken from Chiu (1992). In fact, the 
data were originally released in April 1992 by the Ministry 
of Economic Affairs (MOEA) of the Roe government. It 
should be noted that not all Taiwanese investment in the 
Mainland bave been reported to the MpEA. However, utiliza-
i 
tion rate of direct foreign investments (DFIs) in the Main-
land was roughly 45 percent of the contractual amount. It 
has been rep"brted in Lin and Huang (1992) the accumulated 
agreed amount of Taiwan's investment in the Mainland is 1.77 
bile USD in 1990. Thus I the data from the MOEA can be a 
reasonable approximation for the realized Taiwan's invest-
ment in the Mainland. 
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However, · there are only two sets of investment data 
published by the MOEA: (1) accumulated investment values up 
to April 8,1991; (2) investment volume registered within 
calendar year 1991. Wi thout severe loss of accuracy, the 
former has been used to assess the economic impacts upon the 
two economies in 1990 and the summation of the two for 1991. 
As a resul t, both will be overvalued by the investment 
amount dated between January 1 to April 8, 1991. But the 
bias will be reasonably small. 
Taiwan's input-output table used was published for 1989 
by th~ Directorate-General of Budget, Accounting and Statis-
tics. The PRe's was published for 1987 and was prepared by 
the Department of Balances of National Economy of the State. 
They are, up to now, the most updated versions. 
Practically! there are three sets of input-output 
tables for the Mainland: 5-sector version, 28-sector version 
and lOO-sector version. The one wi th 100 sectors lS too 
enormous to handle if the classification within the invest-
ment data is already too rough. However! the industry 
·definitions of the 28 sectors can hardly be accepted. For 
example, the plastic and rubber indu~tries have been aggre-
gated into the chemical industry. For the sake of accuracy 
and reliability, it is therefore necessary to reconstruct 
-.. . -- .-
the input-output table from the 100x100 producer's input 
price matrix. Several "new" sectors have consequently been 
constructed. The "manufacture of wearing apparel" has been 
dis tinguished from the "lea ther, fur and their products". 
Chemical industries are further classified into "chemical 
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fertilizers", "chemical products for daily use", "chemical 
fibres", "rubber and rubber products", "plastics and plas-
tic products 11 ' and "other chemicals". "Transport equip-
rnent s ll have been further refined into "motor vehicles" I 
.. ships" and "other transport equipments". Finally, "elec-
trical and electronic appliances" have been separated from 
the "general machinery" and "electronic equipments". Conse-
quently, manipulation proceeds wi th a 38x38 table. On the 
other hand, the 49-sector version of the Taiwan input-output 
table has beenu~ed withotit ' adjtistment~ ". 
The figures on (Y/K)t and (Y/L)t are available in The 
Report on 1986 Industrial and Commercial Census Taiwan-
Fukien Area. Since all money valti~s are in current prices 
throughout this study, {Y/L)t'S in 1986 have been multiplied 
wi th corresponding price indices in 1990 and 1991. These 
price indices are obtained from Monthly Statistics of the 
Republic of China. Adjustments have not been made on the 
output-capital ratios since they have already been quoted in 
percentages. In the other words ( here implici tly assumed 
that Taiwan's factor productivity growths are negligible 
! 
after 1986. 
(Y/K)sez and (Y/L)sez can be approximated by the data 
obtained fr6m- Shenzhen Statistical Yearbook I while (Y IK) m 
and (Y /L) m can be approximated from The Chinese Industry 
Statistical Yearbook. Howevei, labour employments of · DFls 
- in 1990 was not published in ShenzhenStatistical Yearbook 
and (Y/L)sez in 1990 have to be approximated by adjusting 
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· . (Y/L)sez in 1991 with price indices. 
Before getting started, assumptions for the value of 0 
must be made if no more information can be obtained. As a 
result of the PRC t s policy to encourage domestic export, 
Taiwanese investors will be granted the most generous bene- . 
fits if at least 70 percent of their products are exported. 
But as it has been observed, tapping the Mainland's enormous 
market is one of the largest temptation for the Taiwanese 
investors. Therefore, 0 = 0.7 is a reasonable assumption. 
4.4 INDUSTRIAL IMPACTS UPON MAINLAND CHINA 
Table 22 and 23 shows the increases on output and 
employment in the Mainland immediately after the intrusion 
of Taiwan's investment. As the output/capital ratios and 
labour productivities of Mainland's agricultural sectors and 
tertiary sectors are not available r only Taiwan's industrial 
investments in the Mainland have been taken into estimation~ 
It is noticeable that Taiwan's industrial investment in 
the Mainland has stimulated more than 0.5 percent of Main-
land's GNP but has only employed no more than 0.02 percent 
of Mainland's labour force. The large discrepancy of the 
two is because labour productivities is relatively higher in 
the SEZs. 
---. '--
On the other hand, it has been reported in the Statis-
tical Yearbook of China that in 1990, 44.3 percent of the 
Mainland's national income has been contributed by its 
" secondary industry. Moreover, 4.4 percent of its secondary 
productions has been contributed by "other ownership units", 
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Table 22. 
Industrial impacts on the PRC in 1990 bring about by Taiwan's 
investments. 
industry 



















































































































































































































% of national total 0.506% 0.015% 
Source: Computed according to equations (3) and {4}; (Y/L) 's 
and (Y/K)sez's are approximated from Shenzhen Statr~tical 
Yearbook; Investment figures are obtained from Chiu 





Industrial impacts on the PRC in 1991 bring about by Taiwan's 
investments. 
industry Taiwan's output employment ::: , 
sectors (Y/L)sez (Y/K)sez investment increment growth 
(10000Y/Qerson) (100%) (1000 USD) (1000 HKD) (:Qerson) 
1 0 0 0 
2 0 0 O. ' 
3 0 0 0 
4 0 0 0 
5 0 0 0 
6 19.66 1.28 48281 376592 1698 
7 14.38 1 .. 41 65550 722902 3490 
8 - 6.74 3.95 32765 1010368 10402 
9 6.47 4.07 91031 2889530 31024 
10 7.47 0.70 34901 190433 1770 
11 18.48 2.55 18328 364084 1368 
12 7.93 4.79 19019 ' 710065 6219 
13 0 0 0 
14 0 0 0 
15 0 0 0 
16 17 .. 00 1.52 1800 21277 87 
17 17.00 1 .. 52 6775 80084 327 
18 0 0 0 
19 6.48 2.76 35827 772660 8281 
20 13.16 1 .. 76 61057 839425 4427 
21 17.00 1 .. 52 15759 186279 761 
22 24.07 0.72 38159 213889 617 
23 0 0 0 
24 15.97 2.69 51876 1087529 4728 
25 23.68 3.87 39236 1185663 3475 
26 13 .. 82 2.55 87983 1749290 8789 
27 0 0 0 
28 0 0 0 
29 13 .. 66 2.32 70018 1268513 6448 
30 17.12 2.74 52052 1113280 4515 
31 16.66 2.69 38788 813500 3391 
32 16.39 ' 4.95 (751 29014 199 
33 0 0 0 
- 34 8.49 3.08 6490 156057 661 
35 0 0 0 
36 0 0 0 
37 0 0 0 
38 -- 0 0 0 -
-----------------------------------------------------------------
total 816445 15884659 102676 
% of national total 0.570% 0.018% 
Source: Computed according to equations (3) and (4); (Y/L)sez's 
and (Y/K)sez are approximated from Shenzhen StatistIcal 
Yearbook; Investment figures are obtained from Chiu 
(1992), classified by the author. 
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wi th most of which are foreign-invested enterprises. Tai-
wan's accumulated agreed investment in the Mainland is 1.77 
bil. USD in 1990 which amounts to 4.4 percent of total DFls. 
Therefore, Taiwan's investments should have contributed more or · 
less 0.085 percent of Mainland's national output. Obviously, 
Taiwan's investments might have contributed higher value-added, 
as a considerable part of Taiwan's investments have concentrat-
ed in some capital-intensive industries, such as the electron-
ics industry. Nevertheless, the earlier estimate, dY1m , which 
amounts to more t~an 0.5 percent of Mainland's GNP, might . have 
overstated the actual impact. As Taiwan"s DFIs have been 
assumed to be operating with production coefficients equal to 
those of the DFls in the SEZs I overestimation on Mainland's 
industrial output directly follows. 
The effects induced by the Mainland's domestic export to 
Taiwan are summarized in Table 24 and Table 25. Domestic 
exports have been estimated by rlainland' s indirect export, to 
Taiwan via Hong Kong less the product resold induced by Tai-
wan's investment. Transshipment through Hong Kong has not been 
taken into calculation as the commodity compo~ition of which is 
not known. \ If the commodity structure of Mainland's products 
being transshipped into Taiwan is similar to that of re-ex-
ports, the actual effects will be the mul tiple of those in 
Table 24 and Table 25. 
Assume every Taiwan-invested enterprise exports 70 percent 
of its products, the amount of product resale can be discovered 
by mul tiplying the enterprises' gross export value wi th the 
average product resale ratio. As shown in Table 24 and Table 
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Table 24. 
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n .. a. 
n.a. 
n .. a. 
------------------------------------------------------------------
total 4470882 13355.412 3901557 8480613 213548 
----------------------------~-------------------------------------
% of national total 0.321% 0.038% 
Source: Computed according to equations (1) I (2) and (6); trade 
data are obtained from appendices 2 and 7; resale ratios 
are obtained from Ou-Yang (1991). 
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Table 25. 
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, 0 n. a .. 
13308301 249845 
----------------------------~-------------------------------------
% of national total -0:465% 0.043% 
Source: Computed according to equations (1) t (2) and (6); trade ' 
data are obtained from appendices 3 and 7; resale ratios 
are obtained from Ou-Yang (1991) .. 
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25, the resale ratios are rather small. It implies that 
most of the investment production processes are finished in 
the Mainland. Taiwan government has not yet completely 
legalized the resale of semi-finished prod"ucts into Tai_~an. 
At the present moment, there are about 20 semi-finished 
products can be imported indirectly3. However, in an indus-
tri"al survey, more than 60 percent of the Taiwanese inves-
tors gave the opinion that the government should be more 
liberal to facili tate vertical division of labour between 
the two economies 4 • . Probably, the resale ratio would have 
been larger if the import restriction in the Roe were lift-
ed. 
The amount of product resale is set to be the actual 
indirect trade value, if a product's resold value is esti-
ma ted to be larger than its actual trade val ue. No pure 
domestic export is thus assumed. This is the case of, for 
example, chemical fertilizers and vehicles. Perhaps , th~ 
actual resale ratios for these products are significantly 
below average[ or parts of the resale were transshipped via 
Hong Kong. As computed from Tables 24 and 25, the amount of 
Mainland I S domestic export (product : resale) to Taiwan has 
amounted to 87.27 (12.73) . percent of Mainland's indirect 
export to Taiwan via Hong Kong in 1990 and 89.92 (10.08) 
--. . --
percent in 1991. 
Shortly speaking, after taking account of Taiwan's 
investment and Mainland's domestic exports to Taiwan, the 
upper bounds the PRC's national output increases were 21,836 
roil HKD in 1990 and 29,193 mil HKD in 1991, which is equiva-
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lent to 0.827 percent and 1.04 percent of its national out-
put. These in turn have generated 303,954 and 352,521 
employments in the industrial sector, or 0.053 percent and 
0.061 percent of its national labour force. If Taiwan's 
DFIs do purchase their raw material supplies locallYr 
Mainland's output and employment will further be stimulated. 
If all the Taiwanese investments are located in the 
SEZs and Mainland's domestic exports to Taiwan are produced 
all over the economYI less than 30 percent of the employment 
-increments - were effected in the- SEZso -- But more than 50 
percent of the output increase were completed there. It 
should be noted that the economic impacts accruing to the 
Mainland's agricultural sector ii very remarkable (i.e. 
sector 1) as noted by the 2,512 mile HKD increase in the 
agricultural output in 1991. This is equivalent to 18 .. 88 
percent of the total output increment. Although, the labour 
productivity data on Mainland's agricultural sector is not 
known, impacts on Mainland's agricultural employment will be 
v e ry great as it is a very labour-intensi ve sector in the 
~'Iainland . 
4.5 INDUSTRIAL IMPACTS UPON TAIWAN 
It has--~lreen an interesting issue as how much of Tai-
wan's domestic exports to the Mainland are motivated by 
Taiwan's DFls in the Mainland. At the first hand l it is 
- - -convenient to . assume that all the raw-- materials and equip-
. . , -. -
- mentsrequired by Taiwan's DFIs are to be imported into the 
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Mainland. It is partially justified as foreign investors 
usually find it problematic to make use Mainland's domestic 
raw materials. Under Mainland's centralized economic sys-
tern, establishing business ties with local suppliers is 
difficult, if not impossible. Furthermore, Mainlanders are 
having scarce idea about time and delivery lateness often 
make investors intolerable. 
Without further reliable information, it is assumed 
that all these should have been imported from Taiwan. Obvi-
o~sly, as Taiwan's domestic enterprises, Taiwan's DFIs will 
demand their raw material su~plies from Taiwani~Taiwan can 
have a competitive supply of them. These assumptions are 
ready to give the upper bound of the trade value that is 
investment-directed. It has also been noted that many 
Taiwan's DFI have transplanted their old machinery and 
equipments into their Mainland's operations 5 . Furthermore, 
if we assume the elasticity of substitution between labour. 
inputs and intermediate inputs is perfectly inelastic, it is 
reasonable to assume the input coefficients of these DFIs 
will be the same as that in Taiwan. 
Summarizing the above assumptions, the amount of Tai-
wan's investment-directed -exports to the Mainland can be 
estimated by_~~e following equation: 
. * dE = Dt · [dK· (Y/K)m] 
where dE* = amount of Taiwan's domestic export to the 
Mainland that is induced by its investment 
in the Mainland; 
= Taiwan's input coefficient matrix of domestic 
goods. 
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-Using the terminology of "investment-induced trade" and 
'~commodi ty trade" to distinguish the end-users of Taiwan IS 
domestic export, Table 26 , and Table 27 are constructed to 
illustrate the relative shares of the two. Whenever the 
values of investment-induced are larger than the actual 
trade values, the values of investment-induced are taken to 
be the actual trade values, assuming no commodity trade for 
these items. 
Table 26. 
The amounts of investment-induced trade and commodity trade as 
from Taiwan to the Mainland in 1990. 
Unit for ( 3 ) to ( 7) : 1000 HKD 
actual invest. commodity 
investment (Y/K) output trade induced trade 
(1000 USD) (lOO%r (1)x(2) Dr (3) trade (5-6) ( 1 ) (2 ) ( 3 ) 4 ) ( 5 ) (6 ) (7 ) 
1 0 0 604 0 0 0 
2 0 0 48 0 0 0 
3 0 0 98074 93447 33708 59739 
4 0 0 27538 74 74 0 
5 0 0 57495 0 0 0 
6 0 0 23613 24707 24707 0 
7 0 0 4802 281 281 0 
8 0 0 5867 28723 4276 24447 
9 0 0 38452 1124 1124 0 
10 0 0 164628 1350 1350 
-0 
11 0 0 14944 502 502 0 
12 0 0 10397: 2674 2674 0 
13 0 0 170 95 95 0 
14 24416 1.62 548704 52087 214266 49004 165262 
15 0 0 516 3410 684 2726 
16 0 0 0 0 0 0 
17 13 0 12-·~- --- - 1. 41 180025 260453 540217 225410 314807 
18 36940 1.41 511075 384839 2825706 384534 2487172 
19 28643 3.95 998965 133808 1323277 124577 1198700 
20 81897 4.07 2203633 375164 5838384 441886 5396498 
21 0 0 184345 256574 52363 204211 
22 39851 0.97 454876 53814 16634 _. 16634 _ 0 
23 16393 2.55 384596 218139 856398 249967 606431. 
24 6478 2.76 118722 83223 102463 102463 0 
25 0 0 176497 0 0 0 
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1.52 
1.76 
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685946 3122046 
140437 244161 



















sum 643008 13389786 6759093 33586322 4640885 28945436 
.. ... . . , . . ... 
Source: The investment data are obtained from Chiu (1992); 
(Y/K)m's are estimated from The Chinese Industrv 
Statistical Yearbook; 
Dt is obtained from 1989 Input-output Tables, the 
Republic of China. 
Table 27. 
The amounts of investment-induced tliade and commoc1i ty trade as 
from Taiwan to the Mainland in 1991. 
Unit for (3) to (7): 1000 HKD 
actual invest. commodity 
investment_~Y/K)m output trade induced trade 
(1000 USDJ- - ( % ) (l)x(2) Dr (3) trade (5-6) (1 ) (2 ) ( 3 ) 4) ( 5 ) ( 6 ) (7 ) 
1 0 0 636 0 0 0 
2 0 0 53 0 0 0 
3 0 0 154977 71861 34182 37679 
4 0 0 43808 39 39 0 
5 0 0 63605 0 0 0 
6 0 0 39277 61600 34520 27080 
7 0 0 6065 911 911 0 
8 0 0 5954 16 16 0 
75 
actual invest. commodity 
investment (Y!K) output trade induced trade 
(1000 USD) (100%r (1}x(2) Dr (3) trade (5-6) 
(1 ) (2 ) (3 ) 4) (5 ) ( 6 ) (7 ) 
9 0 0 46673 9440 9440 0 
10 0 0 334387 2527 2527 0 
11 0 0 24778 502, 502 0 
12 0 0 16733 4799 4799 0 
13 0 0 287 43 43 0 
14 43724 1.62 551281 87402 228284 49597 178687 
15 0 0 862 49414 696 48718 
16 0 0 223 0 223 
17 18964 1.41 209140 311992 753134 290269 462865 
18 44556 1.41 491375 457188 4594215 420055 4174160 
19 41285 3.95 1273097 164753 1868287 151607 1716680 
20 91031 4.07 2889530 782436 10231282 580039 9651243 
21 0 0 111086 298239 43974 254265 
22 46433 0.97 350703 55156 25484 25484 0 
23 18328 2.55 364084 284372 1843265 265837 1577428 
24 .35827 2 ~ ' 76 772660 1 77512' 332155 170345 161810 
25 0 0 231377 0 0 0 
26 10596 1.52 12525,0 308348 914812 125938 788874 
27 1800 1 .. 52 21277 3894 40605 2884 37721 
28 0 0 221258 7992092 229914 7762178 
29 61057 1.76 839425 955661 6434600 750834 5683766 
30 11938 1.73 161387 2994'07 1015019 174027 840992 
31 0 0 121201 82580 82580 0 
32 0 0 3227 7062 2844 4218 
33 38910 0.72 218099 92621 156081 53196 102885 
34 0 0 583720 239915 239915 0 
35 23017 2.69 482528 233203 1031392 198626 832766 
36 28859 2.69 605000 941515 1402037 425315 976722 
37 25508 3.87 770820 169029 6227228 113705 6113523 
38 0 0 13020 656846 14393 642453 
39 52052 2 .. 74 1113280 1023848 2084058 194646 1889412 
40 108806 2.32 1971239 600949 3021978 354233 2667745 
41 87983 2 .. 55 1749290 237515 1699708 362329 1337379 
42 22339 2.99 521303 97179 1778578 74899 1703679 
43 0 '0 18303 0 0 0 
44 0 0 241373[ 
I 
0 0 0 
45 0 0 9116 1 0 0 0 
46 0 0 210793 0 0 0 
47 0 ' 0 42858 0 0 0 
48 0 0 546535 0 0 0 
49 0 0 649397 0 0 0 
--
-----------'-----------------------------------------------------
sum 813012 15480768 9325271 55160246 5485159 49675151 
Source: The investment data are obtained from Chiu ( 1992);-
(Y/K)m's are estimated from The Chinese Industry 
Statistical Yearbook; 
Dt is obtained from 1989 InQut-outQut Tables l the -
ReQublic of China. 
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It is, thus calculated that the investment-motivated 
trade amounts to 14.0 percent and 9.82 percent of the total 
trade value in 1990 and 1991 respectively. However, it has 
been known that the product prices of Taiwan's DFls could be 
lower by an average of 10 percent than the Taiwan-made 
products due to their lower production costs. 6 Therefore, 
the above calculation would underestimate the investment- · 
directed trade flow, as these enterprises' outputs have been 
underestimated. But it seems safe to conclude that less 
than 15 percent of _  Tai~an I sexport to the Mainland are 
related to Taiwan's DFI. 
Numerical results of equation (7) has been displayed in 
Table 28 and Table 30. It has been found that Taiwan's 
export to Mainland has stimulated 5.42 percent of Taiwan's 
national output in 1990 and 7.86 percent in 1991~ These has 
made up to 7.35 percent and 11.82 percent the domestic 
employment in 1990 and 1991 respectively. As parts of Tai~ 
wan's exports to the Mainland are passing through Singapore 
and Japan, these results can be regarded as the lower bounds 
of the realized . impacts. 
It has b·een commonly heard that i Taiwan's capital out-
flow to the Mainland has been a contributing factor to the 
coexistence of . declining domestic investment and diminishing 
-.-- .--~ 
industrial labour force in the recent years. This worry has 
yet to be verified. 
As have been pointed- out, industrial "hollowing-out 11 is 
supposed to be directly the resul t of capi tal outflow and 
increasing export competition. But capi tal outflow might 
77 
merely be a marginal factor in Taiwan's industrial produc-
tion as capi tal supply is not crucially limi ting. There-
fore, export competition deserves more attention. This " 
study will testify by two steps. At the first place, the 
two China's are assumed to be small countries with respe6t 
to the world's international market. Therefore, Taiwan's 
domestic export would not be displaced by Mainland's export 
increase .. In this case, change in Taiwan's domestic output 
is simply given by equation (7) .. 
- . -
On the other hand, if Mainland's domestic Bxport does 
crowd out Taiwan's domestic export negative effects 
brought by export demand decrease must be netted from equa-
tion (7). Before proceeding ahead, the strongest assumption 
has been made such that the exports of the two economies are 
perfect substitutes. This assumption is represented by 
equation (11). Eventual output impact will be the balance 
of equation (7) and ·(11). As both equa tions (7) and (11) 
stems from the demand-side, simple subtraction between the 
two is legitimate. The results have been summarized in 
Tables 29 an~ 31. For the sake ' of \ comprehensi veness, the 
effects stems from capital outflow has also been listed. 
In 1990, there are several industries that are vulnera-
ble upon exp-o-rt competi tion wi th Mainland's export .. They 
are ' miscellaneous food preparation, wood articles, transport 
equipment/forestry and coal products. They have negative 
(dYEt~dYTm) values in 1990. However, in 1991 only the first 
three ind~stries are still adversely affected. Nevertheless, 
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.1 • .-. 
Table 28 . 




















































Industrial impacts upon Taiwan 
exports to Mainland China. 

























































































































































% of national total 5.42% 7.35% 
Source: Computed according to equations (7) to (9); 
Et is obtained from Appendices 3 and 7. 
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Table 29. Industrial impacts upon Taiwan in 1990 after taking account 
of export displacement. 
ind. dTm dYI dYE£-dYTm dK dYrt dYEt -dY66 dYEt-dYTm-dYrt code (unit: ~OO H ) (1000 USD) (unIt: 1 0 HKD) 
1 0 14116 1633 0 13624 2124 -11992 
. 2 0 7531 6041 0 8055 5518 -2013 
3 0 31923 92915 0 29529 95309 63386 
4 0 74117 51330 0 89696 35751 -38366 
5 0 15640 -2766 0 33046 -20171 -35811 
6 0 32122 20483 0 28592 24013 -8109 
7 0 23996 70842 0 36398 58440 34443 
8 0 11729 68159 0 23837 56051 44322 
9 0 35467 81149 0 65502 51113 15647 
10 0 44830 64928 0 66446 43312 -1518 
11 0 19288 -599 0 17962 727 -18561 
12 0 15676 11987 0 16706 10957 -4720 
13 0 467 459 0 537 389 -78 
14 384093 468662 -141001 24416 408121 -80460 -549122 
15 0 1172 5002 0 1416 4757 3585 
16 0 29 76 0 45 60 31 
17 126017 390333 962455 13012 624079 728709 338375 
18 357753 720395 3521362 36940 1170011 3071746 2351351 
19 699276 . 841526 1038141 28643 1221902 657765 -183761 
20 1542543 1936292 5404344 81897 3928700 3411936 1475644 
. 21 0 50554 282203 0 100887 231869 181316 
22 318413 364002 -240099 39851 822582 -698678 -1062681 
23 269217 631720 1533846 16393 765917 1399649 767928 
24 83106 192410 215623 6478 310967 97066 -95344 
25 0 321036 2506238 0 574431 2252844 1931807 
26 53994 166120 905416 7158 300957 770580 604460 
27 13578 18553 52961 1800 17782 53732 35179 
28 0 333380 7265909 0 531355 7067934 6734553 
29 597840 1507323 6816092 44582 2805466 5517949 4010626 
30 97748 298115 799.916 11337 557330 540701 242587 
31 0 205843 718267 0 342416 581694 375851 
32 0 9334 20566 0 18263 11638 230} 
33 100662 165372 145966 34203 499563 -188225 -353597 
34 0 715388 1814144 0 1007328 1522204 806816 
35 210036 413899' 816716 20613 693162 537453 123554 
36 210066 667911 1602063 20616 1115049 1154926 487014 
37 414201 520972 3441995 21358 540628 3422339 2901367 
38 0 15677 552555 0 22239 545993 530317 
39 1146049 1380186 174266 51374 J835675 -281223 -1661409 
40 1307127 2368739 2951944 82283 4062002 1258680 -1110059 
41 1110043 1417355 -481443 81108 1878790 -942878 -2360233 
42 331088 400438 6644-86 18946 289515 775409 374971 
43 0 51792 131917 0 82024 101684 49893 
44 0 363641 1206467 0 586055 984053 620412 
45 0 16191 73964 0 30414 59740 43549 
46 0 247078 591703 0 397498 441284 194205 
47 0 55679 122760 0 87781 90658 34980 
48 0 566780 1087586 0 871669 782696 215916 
49 0 798832 2098819 0 1247325 1650326 851494 
sum 9372850 18949631 49129784 643008 30179273 37900141 18950510 
----------------------------------------~--------------------------------
% of national total 3.91% 3.02% .. 1.51% 
Source: Computed according to equations (5), (10) and (11); dK has been 
obtained from Chiu (1992) and classified by the author. 
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Table 30. Industrial impacts upon Taiwan in 1991 as a 
result of its exports to Mainland China. 
Ind.code 
Et dYrt 
dKEt ( uni t : [ 000 HKD) 
dLEt (12 e rson) 
1 0 23139 D.a. n.a. 
2 0 23572 D.a. D.a. 
3 71861 114323 D.a. n.a. 
4 39 200267 D.a. n.a. 
5 0 22063 n.a. n.a. 
6 61600 100384 n.a. n.a. 
7 911 159390 63172 2573 
8 16 79630 89451 190 
9 9440 199142 162911 1684 
10 2527 185661 44455 429 
11 502 26751 11597 59 
12 4799 47917 67527 230 
13 43 1331 580 4 
14 228218 402649 241151 2331 
15 49414 54234 23619 88 
16 223 395 141 0 
17 753134 -2006819 964492 8839 
18· 4594215 - 6864019 3298899 30233 
19 1868287 2766475 620996 19910 
20 10231282 12860147 2618641 61773 
21 298239 415563 173455 2252 
22 25484 200782 83806 1088 
23 1843265 4143689 2168449 15524 
24 332155 872523 346294 4753 
25 0 4571367 2327817 7073 
26 914812 1760861 896660 2724 
27 40605 60653 69057 1470 
28 7992092 11899758 6059557 18241 
29 6434600 13829103 3913602 70630 
30 1015019 2226114 907285 7661 
31 82580 1530063 964487 1199 
32 7062 54409 54236 106 
33 156081 408501 279241 2426 
34 239915 4293781 3400207 6968 
35 1031392 1884228 785619 10873 
36 1402037 3321829 1385019 19169 
37 6227228 7126989 3042861 35272 
38 656846 749578 203176 3671 
-_ . 39 2084058 - 2630171 695647 12878 
40 3021978 5892439 1668632 28784 
41 1699708 2266735 977378 6627 
42 1778578 2165107 1583143 12526 
43 0 299411 n.a. n.a. 
44 0 2531580 n.a. n.a. 
45 0 142591 D.a. n.a. 
46 0 1362487 D.a. n.a. 
47 0 292116 n.a. n.a. 
48 0 2672958 n.a. n.a. 
49 0 4742197 n.a. n.a. 
total 55160246 110485890 40193258 400258 
-----------------------------------------------------
% of national total 7.86% 11. 82 96 
Source: Computed according to equations (7) to ( 9) ; 
Et is obtained from Appendices 3 and 7. 
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Table 31. Industrial impacts upon Taiwan in 1990 after taking account 
of export displacement. 
ind. dTm dYI~ dYEt-dYTm dK dYrt dY£t-dYOb dYEt-dYTm-dYrt 
code (uni t: 00 HKD) (1000 USD) ( un 1 t: 1 0 H KD ) 
1 0 14569 8569 0 22214 925 -13644 
' 2 0 8017 15555 0 12399 11173 3156 
3 0 32912 81412 0 49473 64850 31938 
4 0 82026 118241 0 127960 72308 -9718 
5 0 13147 8916 0 38650 -16587 -29734 
6 0 32855 67529 0 48665 51719 18864 
7 0 29278 130113 0 44467 114923 85646 
8 0 14133 65497 0 29190 50440 36307 
9 0 44882 154260 0 79265 119877 74995 
10 0 52860 132800 0 85077 100584 47724 
11 0 19710 7042 0 29945 -3194 -22904 
12 0 16698 31219 0 25875 22042 5344 
13 0 507 824 0 795 535 29 
14 385897 476118 -73469 43724 708066 -305417 -781534 
15 0 1287 52947 0 2051 52183 50896 
16 0 34 360 0 58 337 303 
17 146398 483727 1523092 18964 887590 1119229 635502 
18 343963 791455 6072563 -- 44556 1503131 5360888 4569433 
19 891168 1064284 1702192 41285 1737325 1029151 -35133 
20 2022671 2537997 10322151 91031 4376443 8483704 5945707 
21 0 45389 370175 0 118571 296992 251604 
22 245492 293947 -93165 46433 960285 -759503 -1053450 
23 254859 650448 3493242 18328 910505 3233184 2582736 
24 540862 705217 167306 35827 962474 -89950 -795168 
25 0 357528 4213839 0 755636 3815731 3458203 
26 87675 252801 1508061 10596 437091 1323770 1070969 
27 14894 20193 40459 1800 19670 40983 20790 
28 0 378150 11521607 0 697729 11202029 10823878 
29 587598 1593003 12236100 61057 3664790 10164313 8571310 
30 112971 353440 1872674 11938 665137 1560977 1207537 
31 0 244651 1285412 0 440554 1089509 844857 
32 0 11374 43035 0 22237 32172 20798 
33 152669 224097 184405 38910 573875 -165374 -389471 
34 0 862437 3431344 0 1201578 3092203 2229766 
35 337770 562421' 1321807 23017 806177 1078051 515630 
36 423500 955025 2366805 28859 1462168 1859661 904637 
37 539574 668025 6458964 25508 654549 6472440 5804415 
38 0 17449 732128 0 26237 723341 705891 
39 779296 962678 · .-- 1667493 52052 \ 1881609 748562 -214116 
40 1379867 2498792 3393647 108806 5342828 549612 -1949180 
41 1224503 1565105 701630 87983 2044974 221761 -1343344 
42 364912 444178 1720928 22339 349050 1816057 1371878 
43 0 60487 238924 0 103763 195648 135161 
44 0 429841 2101739 0 753795 1777785 1347944 
45 o - 19684 122907 0 37451 105140 85456 
46 0 290827 1071660 0 506984 855502 564676 
47 0 64202 227914 0 110122 181994 117792 
48 0 636569 2036388 0 1091828 1581130 944561 
49 0 944929 3797268 0 1599300 3142897 2197968 
sum 10836538 19443329 88656509 813012 33910123 64831839 45388509 
----------------------------------------~---------------------------------
% of national total 6.31% 4.61% 3.23% 
Source: Computed according to equations (5), (10) and · (11) ; dK has been 
obtained from Chiu (1992) and classified by the author. 
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Taiwan's national output is still positively boosted in the 
two years. 
However, even when export displacements have not been 
taken into consideration, milling industry, miscellaneous 
food preparation, wood products manufacturing, rubber and 
rubber products manufacturing and miscellaneous non-
metallic mineral products manufacturing can be affected 
adversely if capital outflow does severely impair Taiwan's 
domestic capital formation. The values of (dYEt-dYrt ) have 
been nega ti ve for these indus tri~s. Nevertheless, after 
taking ,into. --accounting of export displacement and capital 
outflow, Taiwan's overall national output increment is still 
positive. Gross (dYEt-dYTm-dYlt) lS posi ti ve in the two 
years and is equal to 1.51 percent of Taiwan's GNP in 1990 
and 3.23 percent in 1991. 
The major conclusion of this chapter is both Mainland 
China and Taiwan are actually more productive following 
their economic interactions. This economic gain is primari-
ly resulted from their mutual trade as their trade is con-
formed with their own comparative advantages. 
i 
Moreover, 
Mainland Chin~ is further benefited ftom Taiwan's industrial 
investment. 
Taiwan's Gapital outflow to the Mainland should not be 
blam~d for its apparent deindustrialization. This conclu-
sion has been supported even if we make some strongly un-
realistic assumptions that in favour of an adverse impact. 
If Taiwan's industry is really getting "hollowing-out It, it 
should be the matter of its deteriorating competitiveness of 
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its domestic industries in the world market. This may be 
the result of skyrocketing labour cost in Taiwan. 
4.6 POLICY EVALUATION 
With easing . political attitude across Taiwan Strait, 
the economic relation between Mainland China and Taiwan will 
certainly continue to deepen. Certain policy progresses are 
expected t'o come into being ~ First of all r in order to 
accelerate its "reform and open" policy, the PRC government 
- . 
will seek to attract more foreign investment and Taiw'an 
. investors are the PRC government's important target. As 
many Taiwanese investors are looking for new potential 
markets, the PRC government "have considered opening dornes-
tic markets for Taiwanese businessmen in order to attract 
more investment and to obtain more advanced technologies.,,7 
However, it should be stressed that if such opening of 
Mainland's domestic market is preferentially privileged to 
Taiwan's investors~ the policy effects would be harmful to 
both economies. Preferential treatment hlould reduce the 
strength of market forces and would ~etain some ineffective 
i 
Taiwanese operations in the Mainland. Taiwan's industrial 
restructuring would also be delayed. 
Moreov'er'-; it has been estimated at most 15 percent of 
Taiwan's export to the Mainland is investment-directed. In 
the other words, more than 85 percent is "pure" commodity 
trade and these products should be produced in Taiwan.- It 
is because Taiwan seems to have larger comparative advantage 
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(measured by ' their NX 1 s) in the production of these products. 
However, their production location will readily shift to the 
Mainland when they are welcomed to. Moreover, if Mainland's 
authority is going to induce technology transfer, such 
preferential treatments will be readily given to those 
technology-intensive industries. These incentives would also 
likely be very generous. If it is the case, the comparative 
advantage doctrine will be severely violated. 
As to continue its "reform and open" policy r Mainland 
China should minimize its import substitution component and 
- ' 
should insist : the present export promotion policy. At 
least, Taiwanese capital should not be granted with exces-
sive privileges. 
At the same time t wi th the rising pressures from the 
business sector, the ROC government would probably lessen 
its restrictions on the import of semi-finished products 
from the Mainland. This policy direction has been clearly 
stated by Taiwanese official. 8 Needless to say, this policy 
would encourage more capital flight to the Mainland. Howev-
er, domestic investment would also be encouraged as part of 
the manufacturing process remains in Taiwan. It thus ap-
pears that this policy would assist Taiwan's industrial 
restructuring, as Taiwan would then be more engaged in the 
_._._-
industries that, it can more efficiently operate. Shortly 
speaking, this policy proceeding is beneficial to the Taiwan 
economy as it favours vertical di vision of labour between 
the two economies. Their comparative advantages would be 
more fully utilized. 
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Both Mainland China and Taiwan are considering about 
opening their market to the other. But their policy changes 
will bring asymmetric consequences and this asymmetry can 
be explained by the pervasi veness of market competi tion. 
Taiwan's market is more or less opened to the rest of the 
world. Mainland's products should not be discriminated away 
from Taiwan's market. For the same reason, foreign inves-
tors should be treated identically in the Mainland. Final-
ly I Mainland should also get rid of import substi tution 




(1) For example, Chung (1991). 
(2) The Chung-Hua Institution for Economic Research has 
finished a survey on Taiwan's DFIs in the Mainland. It has 
been found that on average 7.2% of the exports of these DFI 
enterprise are labeled as "MIT" (made in Taiwan). These MIT 
products are sent back to Taiwan for the final stage of 
processing. The rest 92.8% are directly exported to the 
overseas markets,. We can I thus, regard the average resale 
ratio is 7.2%: as only these products have been sent back to 
Taiwan. More details have been presented for different 
industries' and the resale ratios in Table 24 and Table 25 
are based on the information thus released. See Ou Yang, et 
al. (1991), p. 252-254. 
(3) H011g Kong Economic DailYf 10 February 1992. 
(4) Ou Yang, et al. (1991) I p. 225-226. 
(5) Chiu and Chung (1992) I p. 14. 
(6) Hong Kong Economic DailYI 21 January 1992. 
(7) Kao (1993), p. 28. 




Concluding the earlier findings, trading, both direct 
and indirect, across the Strait has shown a tremendous 
growth since 1988. This has been brought by Taiwan govern-
ment's sanctions on conducting trade and establishing in-
v.estrnent relation_s o with the Mainlanders. As the cross-
Strait trade is intensifying, manufactured products· . within 
the exports from the Mainland to Taiwan have shown greater 
growth rates. The most prominent .?nes are textile articles 
and machinery .. Primary products has been decreasing in 
importance. 
Exports from the Mainland to Taiwan has been more 
concentrated in capital-intensive products and this phenome~ 
non cannot be attributed to product resale following Tai-
wan's DFIs in the Mainland. It is because Taiwan's DFIs 
have not been concentrated in capital-intensive industries. 
i 
Moreover, product resale to Taiwan h~s amounted to less than 
15 percent of Mainland's 'indirect exports to Taiwan. Never-
theless, t~i~ __ ._ trading pattern is compatible wi th the compar-
ative advantages of the two trading partners. A large part 
of capital-intensive products exported to Taiwan are metal 
articles and chemical products which utilize Mainland's 
comparative advantages. Furthermore, Taiwan exports more 
intricate machineries and appliances into the Mainland. 
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The anxiety on Taiwan's industrial "hollowing-out" that 
is expected to be brought by its capi tal outflow to the 
Mainland has been proven to be superfluous. Those expecting 
industrial "hollowing-out" may have neglected Mainland China 
has actually been a new export market to Taiwan. CurrentlYI 
the demand-side is more restrictive than the supply-side in 
promoting Taiwan's economlc growth. Losing domestic capital 
to the Mainland might have been negligible in making up 
Taiwan's domestic output. Even if we heavily take into 
ac60unt 6fthe negati~e effects 6f capital fiiciht and Main-
land's export competition, industrial impacts upon Taiwan 
is still favourable. Subsequent output increase has made up 
at least 3.23 percent of Taiwan's GNP in 1991. Although it 
can be - argued tha t Tai wan economy is now too dependen t on 
the Mainland, deepening vertical division of labour across 
the Strai t is an efficient path to restructure Taiwan's 
industrial structure. As a note to those who support Tai-
wan's apparent industrial "hollowing-out": only if Taiwan 
can regain competitiveness in the world market can its 
economic growth be guaranteed. 
Taiwan t s investment in the Mainland has produced an 
output equivalent to 0.52 percent of Mainland's GNP and 
providing CJ:o-l -s percent of employment opportuni ty in 1991. 
These figures as well as others presented in this study has 
shown that the economic interactions across the Strait has 
brought forth very real benefits to both economies. 
Probably, this study has been the first to revise the 
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earlier ones ' by putting forward Hong Kong's transshipment 
values into analysis. Commodity distribution of transship-
ment values of Taiwan origin to the Mainland have been 
estimated at the beginning of the research. These transship-
ment data have much enhanced the validity of the quantita-
tive analysis at the end of this study. 
We know very little about the Hong Kong's transshipment 
of the Mainland origin to Taiwan. This research has pro-
posed a method to find out its gross value. However, due to 
data complications, transshipment's commodity structure and 
gross transshipment . values after 1987 . have not yet ' been 




Hong Kong's transshipment of Taiwan's products to Mainland China 
and indirect exports between Mainland and Taiwan 
HS code 




04 dairy prod. 
05 other prod. 
o 




































12 oil seed 
13 veg. sap 
14 plait.mate. 









































IIIFats 0 O.OOd 631 O.OOd 7664 0.17d 
15 fats 631 100.00e 7664 10O.00e 
----------------------------------------------------------------
IV Prepared food 0 O.OOd 194309 0.86d 52692 1.15d 
16 meat prep. 77 0.04e 3340 6.34e 
17 sugar 3556 1.83 1203 2.28 
18 cocoa 12 0.01 1004 1.91 
19 cereal prep. 3441 1.77 2008 3.81 
20 veg. prep. 1338 0.69 36671 69.59 
21 mISC. prep. 21380 11.00 2295 4.36 
22 beverage 98 0.05 1357 2.58 
23 residue 164405 84.61 2323 4.41 
24 tobacco 0 0.00 2491 4.73 
----------~---------~------------------------~------------------
V Mineral 0 O.OOd 3496 0.02d 207803 4.54d 
25 cement 1150 32.91e 143052 68.84e 
26 ore 114 3.26 21120 10.16 
27 fuels 2232 63.84 43630 21.00 
----------------------------------------------------------------
VI Chemicals -~. 51098 0.89d 538717 2.38d 545610 11.92d 
28 inorg.chem. 4728 9.25e 55510 10.30e 176724 32.3ge 
29 org.chem. 78866 154.34 196860 36.54 193594 35.48 
30 phar. prod. -4712 -9.22 5398 1.00 7640 1.40 
31 fertiliser ·30563 59.81 5219 0.97 389 0.07 
32 dye 71475 139.88 . 85907 15.95 54396 9.97 
33 resinoid -401 -0.79 5453 1.01 30955 5.67 
34 soap 18031 35.29 4956 0.92 3822 0.70 
35 enzyme -121455 -237.69 99184 18.41 3996 0.73 
36 explosive 35 0.07 857 0.16 486 0.09 
91 
37 photo.goods -9060 -17.73 




39 plastic 1024084 
40 rubber 36761 
18.38d 2328788 10.31d 
96.53 e 2275365 97.71 e 




26302 94.1g e 
1622 5.81 
VIII Leather 
41 raw skin 
42 leath.art. 
43 fur 
o O.OOd 745580 3.30d 119058 2.60d 
701933 94.15 e 71058 59.68e 
IX Wood 
44 wood & art. 
45 cork & art. 















































XII Footwear 1980579 
64 footwear 1741616 
65 headgear . 110486 
66 umbrella 130487 





















43582 5.85 41285 34.68 
65 0.01 6716 5.64 
d 215795 0.96 
































































































68 stone art. --
69 ceramic prod. 
70 glass(ware) 









XIV Jewellery 14484 0.25d 
71 pearl, etc 14484 100.00e 





XV Base metals 273032 
72 iron/steel -15408 




918553 4.07d 290680 6.35d 
189181 20.60e 116965 40.24e 
166959 18.18 31211 10.74 
92 
74 copper 143889 52.70 214733 23.38 11783 4.05 
75 nickel -20579 -7.54 772 0.08 449 0.15 
76 aluminium 68654 25.14 125444 13.66 20823 7.16 
78 lead 4131 1.51 56 0.01 110 0.04 
79 Zlnc 20985 7.69 14177 1.54 29210 10.05 
80 tin 16729 6.13 5427 0.59 18536 6.38 
81 oth. metal 10645 3.90 676 0.07 26507 9.12 
82 metal tools -31345 -11.48 50903 5.54 28085 9.66 
83 mise. art. -61158 ..,.22.40 150226 16.35 7003 2.41 
----------------------------------------------------------------
XVI Machines 993013 17.20d 7078131 31.33 d 449047 9.81 d 
84 appliance 636323 64.08 e 3616333 51.0ge 136877 30.48e 
85 elec.rnach. 356690 35.92 3461798 48.91 312170 69.52 
----------------------------------------------------------------
XVII Transport1090005 18.88d 376838 1.67d 5769 0.13 d 
86 railway 52528 4.82e 267 0.07 e 0 O.OOe 
87 vehicle 141817 13.01 374350 99.34 5726 99.24 
88 aircraft -2196 -0.20 0 0.00 0 0.00 
89 ship 897856 82.37 
- --
2220 0.59 44 0.76 
----------------------------------------------------------------
XVIII Pree.lnstr. 0 O.OOd 220438 0.98d 23985 0.52d 
90 prec.instr. 168455 76.42e 11768 49.07 e 
91 clock 49437 22.43 5611 23.40 
92 mus.instr. 2546 1.16 6605 27.54 
----------------------------------------------------------------
XIX Arms 0 O.OOd 0 -O.OOd 157 O.OOd 
93 arms 0 157 100.00e 
----------------------------------------------------------------
XX Misc. ~Ianu. 4687 0.08d 465913 2.06d 145223 3.17 d 
94 furniture 60087 1282.12e 56461 I? l')e .:..l. 1.; 47893 32.98e 
95 toys -77330 -1650.05 . 240353 51.59 77111 53.10 
96 misc. art. 21929 467.93 169099 36.29 20220 13.92 
XXI Work of art 
97 antique 




XXII Unclassified 0 
98 neSt 
O.OOd 65545 0.29d 
65545 100.00e 









5772439 100.00 22592602 100.DO 4577827 100.00 
(unit: 1,000 HKD) 
Re-export data are obtained from the Statistics 
Department, Hong Kong; 
transshipment data are estimated by the author. 
value of Hong Kong's transshipment of Taiwan origin 
Mainland China; 
re-export value (recorded at Hong Kong custom) of 
Taiwan origin to Mainland; 
re-export value (recorded at Hong Kong custom) of 
Mainland origin to Taiwan; 
percentage of total re-export value; 




Hong Kong's transshipment of Taiwan's products to Mainland China 
and indirect exports between Mainland and Taiwan 
via Hong Kong in 1990. 
HS code Valuea (%) (%) (%) 
















a_ODe 01 animal 
02 meat 
03 fish 
04 dairy prod. 
05 other prod. 







12 oil seed 




IV Prepared food 
16 meat prep. 
17 sugar 
18 cocoa 
19 cereal prep. 
20 veg. prep. 









































































































5593 0.02d 212148 3.55d 
1323 23.65 e 140583 66.27 e 
o 0.00 12761 6.02 








































































1462463 12.80d 2879990 11.26d 
1449890 99.14e 2774238 96.33e 









44 wood & art. 
45 cork & art. 



















63 other art. 
65019 0.57 d 795884 3.11d 241441 4.04d 
-84400-129.81e 745487 93.67e 174809 72.40e 
144208 221.79 49508 6.22 63510 26.30 
5211 8.01 890 0.11 3122 1.29 
77170 0.68d 324161 1.27d 134540 2.25d 
76005 98.4ge 318663 98.30e 89159 66.27 e 
6 0.01 2758 0.85 1335 0.99 
1159 1.50 2740 0.85 44047 32.74 
333034 2.92d 615722 2.41 d 
25895 --7.78 e 15 O. OOe 
334523 100.45 592348 96.20 











-206 -0.03 e 849 
84092 11.73 133970 
21365 2.98 377513 
4910 0.69 16588 
-331267 -46.22 4258576 
606397 84.62 1442056 
-35838 -5.00 246029 
9759 1.36 4523 
-294930 -41.15 462470 
907942 126.69 1936833 
-301223 -42.03 1485461 
- 9 3 5 6 9- - 13 . 06 19 3 23 
34786 4.85 - 5364 
104434 14.57 29040 





















































987308 3.86d 156795 
562695 56.9ge 66216 
12237 1.24 13249 
40304740.82 59103 








68 stone art. 
69 ceramic prod. 
70 glass(ware) 
50357 0.44d 121657 0.48 d 104597 1.75d 
17837 35.42e 10941 8.9ge 26142 24.9ge 
1859 3.69 24976 20.53 33639 32.16 
30660 60.89 85740 70.48 44816 42.85 
---------------------------------------------------------------
XIV14 o O. OOd-














3.77d 416335 6.97d 
15.83e 93791 22.53 e 







81 oth. metal 
82 metal tools 







































































22.58d 795941 13.33d 
43.38e 214971 27.01 e 























































96 mise. art. 




























o O.OOd 89459 0.35d 
89459 100.00e 






190446 3.19 d 















11422733 100.00 25570389 100.00 5969786 100.00 
(unit: 1,000 HKD) 
Re-export data are obtained from the Statistics 
Department, Hong Kong; 
traris~hipment data are estimated by the author. 
value of Hong Kong's transshipment of Taiwan origin 
Mainland China; 
re-export value (recorded at Hong Kong custom) of 
Taiwan origin to Mainland; 
re-export value (recorded at Hong Kong custom) of 
Mainland origin to Taiwan; 
percentage of total re-export value; 




Hong Kong's transshipment of Taiwan's products to Mainland China 
and indirect exports between Mainland and Taiwan 
HS code 




04 dairy prod. 
05 other prod. 







12 oil seed 




IV Prepared food 
16 meat prep. 
17 sugar 
18 cocoa 
19 cereal prep. 
20 veg. prep. 







































































































































22015 0.06d 220676 2.51 d 
2962 13.45e 142035 64.36 e 
57 0.26 15168 6.87 


































































36 explosive 771 0.08 4617 0.41 694 0.09 
37 photo. goods -22158 -2.21 679 0.06 5226 0.69 
38 misc.chem. 139131 13.89 183713 16.17 73256 9.65 
---------------------------------------------------------------
VIIPlas./Rub. 2630713 10.34d 4865932 13.37d 97677 1.11d 
39 plastic 2498189 94.96 e 4631072 95.17 e 90957 93.12e 
40 rubber 132524 5.04 234859 4.83 6720 6.88 
---------------------------------------------------------------
VIII Leather 50812 0.20d 1151318 3.16d 200911 2.29d 
41 raw skin -167379 -329.41e 1090615 94.73 e 89605 44.60e 
42 leath.art. 211648 416.53 60061 5.22 108248 53.88 
43 fur 6543 12.88 641 0.06 3058 1.52 
---------------------------------------------------------------
IX Wood 0 O.OOd 380738 1.05d 131337 1.50d 
44 wood & art. 378093 99.31 e 89124 67.86e 
45 cork & art. 1483 0.39 1044 0.79 
46 straw prod. 1163 0.31 41169 31.35 
---------------------------------------------------------------
X Paper 917698 3.61d 1088903 2.99d 25118 0.29d 
47 pulp 16543 1.80e 74 O.Ole 364 1.45e 
48 paper 913548 99.55 1055820 96.96 17175 68.38 
49 printed ffi. -12394 -1.35 33009 3.03 7579 30.17 
---------------------------------------------------------------
XI Textiles . 3325358 13.07d14334306 39.38d 2036831 23.19 d 
50 silk 11681 0.35e 2324 0.02e 25337 1.24e 
51 wool 148546 4.47 231017 1.61 52227 2.56 
52 cotton -10343 -0.31 492431 3.44 336493 16.52 
53 fibre -4169 -0.13 33314 0.23 55857 2.74 
54 fibre 68564 2.06 5909092 41.22 46743 2.29 
55 fibre 1335262 40.15 1813399 12.65 425983 20.91 
56 yarn 87016 2.62 317128 2.21 10440 0.51 
57 carpet 20925 0.63 7765 0.05 7498 0.37 
58 fabric -175920 -5.29 589367 4.11 28309 1.39 
59 fabric 1561676 46.96 2765791 19.29 5378 0.26 
60 fabric -182478 -5.49 2062216 14.39 22846 1.12 
61 apparel -6476 -0.19 43831 0.31 539726 26.50 
62 apparel 196083 5.90 14819 0.10 408999 20.08 
63 other art. 274992 8.27 51812 0.36 70995 3.49 
---------------------------------------------------------------
XII Footwear 9231254 36.28d 1313004 3.6id 237503 2.70d 
64 footwear 8604396 93.21 e 76i949 58.11 e 117524 49.48e 
65 headgear 142186 1.54 15218 1.16 4847 2.04 
66 umbrella 470483 5.10 - 523447 39.87 84371 35.52 
67 feather,etc 14189 0.15 11390 0.87 30760 12.95 
---------------------------------------------------------------
XIII Stone/Glass 17217 0.07d 163369 O.45d 125220 1.43d 
68 stone art. 33549 194.86e 11746 7.1ge 32431 25.90e 
69 ceramic pro 7537 43.77 38898 23.81 54171 43.26 
70 glass(ware) 
-23869 -138.63 112724 69.00 38617 30.84 
---------------------------------------------------------------
XIV Jewellery 0 o .00d. 5962 0.02d 45015 0.51 d 
71 pearl, etc 5962 100.00e 45015 100.00e 
---------------------------------------------------------------







3.92d 537151 6.12d 
14.18e 185092 34.46e 







81 oth. metal 
82 metal tools 















































































90 prec.instr. 321915 
91 clock 19794 






96 mise. art. 












20.49d 7524321 20.67d 1292934 14.72d 
64.03e 3639844 48.37e 241075 18.65e 


























1.45d 619819 1.70d 277270 





5.37 83230 13.43 46973 
7.33 20425 3.30 3094 




2.89d 768453 2.11d 292071 3.33d 
62.92e 116449 15.15e 87874 30.0ge 
21.00 357357 46.50 159889 54.74 
16.07 294647 38.34 44308 15.17 
697 O.OOd 
697 100.00e 














24911064 100.00 36403846 100.00 8782464 100.00 
(unit: 1,000 HKD) 
Re-export data are obtained from the statistics 
Department, Hong Kong; 
transshipment data are estimated by the author. 
value of Hong Kong's transshipment of Taiwan origin 
}1ainland China; 
re-export value (recorded at Hong Kong custom) of 
Taiwan origin to Mainland; 
re-export value (recorded at Hong Kong custom) of 
Mainland origin to Taiwan; 
percentage of total re-export value; 











































Description of industry-sector codes in 




Crude petroleum and natural gas production 
Metal ore mining 
Other mining 
Food manufacturing 
Manufacture of textiles 
Manufacture of wearing apparel 
Leather, fur and their products 
Sawmills and manufacture of funiture 
Manufacture of paper and paper products, include 
printed matters 
Manufature of articles for cultural activities, 
education, sports, arts and crafts 
Electricity, steam and hot water production and 
supply 
Petroleum refineries 
Coking, manufacture of gas and coal products 
Manufacture of chemical fertilizers 
Manufacture of chemical products for daily use 
Manufacture of chemical fibres 
Manufacture of rubber products 
Manufacture of plastic products 
Other chemicsl industries 
Manufacture of building materials and other non-
metallic mineral products 
Primary metal manufacturing 
Manufacture of metal products 
Manufacture of machinery 
Manufacture of motor vehichles 
Ship building 
Manufacture of other transport equipment 
Manufacture of electric machinery and instrument 
Manufacture of electronic and communication 
equipment 
Manufacture of electrical and electronic appliance 
Manufacture of instruments, 'meters and other 
.measuring equipment 
Maintenance an~ ' repair of machinery and equipment 
Industries not elsewhere classified 
Construction 























































Description of industry-sector codes in 








Coal and coal products 
Crude oil and natural gas 
Other Minerals 
Slaughtering and by-products 
Rice and grain milled products 
Sugar 
Canned foods 
Miscellaneous food products 
Beverages 
.Tobacco . 
' Cotton, wool and fabrics 
Artificial fabrics 
Garments, misc. fabric products and dyeing 
Leather and leather products 
Lumber and plywood 
Products of wood, bampoo and rattan 
Paper, paper products, printing and 
publishing 
Rubber products 
Petrochemical intermediate materials 
Other industrial chemicals 
Chemical fertilizer 
Artificial fibers 
Plastics and plastic products 
Misc. chemical manufatures 
Petroleum refining products 
Cement and cement products 
Misc. non~metallic mineral products 
Steel and iron 
Iron and steel products 
. Non-ironic metals and ~roducts 
Machinery 
Household electrical appliance 
Electronic products 





Gas and city water 






Matching between product characteristics and HS items. 
Industry 
Foodstuff/Primary products 






section 1 + ••• + section 4 
section 5 
section 7 + .•. + section 14 + 
section 20 
section 6 + section 15 + .•. + 
section 17 
chapter 90 + chapter 91 
Note: HS 92, 93', 97 and 98 have not been included above 
because product characteristics are 'unclear. 
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Appendix 7. 
- Matching between industry sectors in the Mainland's 


























































35+36(les8 3605, 3606)+38 
section 13 + 2714+2715+9001+-- ·+9004+9617 
72+81+2618+···+2621+7401+···+7410+7501+···+7506+7601+ 
···+7607+7801+· ··+7804+7901+·· ·+7905+8001+···+8005 
73+82+83+6601+6603+7411+···+7419+7507+7508+7608+···+ 
7616+7805+7806+7906+7907+8006+8007+9613 

























































Matching between industry sectors in Taiwan's 













































Industry distribution of Taiwan's investment 
in the Mainland. 
Industry 
Invested Values (1000 USD) 
Up to 8 Apr 1991 Jan-Dec 1991 








8.Agricultural product and livestock 








17.Clock and timer 
18.Umbrellas 
19.Vegetable & Fruit processing 














































































52.Pearl & Jewel 
53.0thers 
Total 
Source: Chiu (1992) p.26. 
Invested Values (1000 
























Descriptions of commodity classifications of the HS. 
SECTION 1. LIVE ANIMALS; ANIMAL PRODUCTS 
1 . live animals 
2. meat and edible meat offal 
3 . fish and crustaceans, molluscs and other aquatic inver-
tebrates 
4 • dairy produce; bird's eggs; natural honey; edible 
products of animal origin, nes. 
5 . products of animal origin, nes. 
SECTION 2. VEGETABLE PRODUCTS 
6. live trees and other plants; bulbs, roots and the like; 
cut flowers and ornamental foliage 
7. edible .vegetables and certain roots and tubers _ 
8. edible fruit and nuts; peel or citrus fruit or melons 
9. coffee, tea, mat~ and spices 
10. cereals 
11. products of the milling industry; malt; starches; insu-
lin; wheat gluten 
12. oil seeds and oleaginous fruits; miscellaneous grains, 
seeds and fruit; industrial or" medicinal plants; straw 
and fodder 
13. lac; gums, resins and other vegetable saps and extracts 
14. vegetable plaiting materials; vegetable products nes. 
SECTION 3. ANIMAL OR VEGETABLE FATS AND OILS AND THEIR 
CLEAVAGE PRODUCTS; PREPARED EDIBLE FATS; ANIMAL OR 
VEGETABLE WAXES 
15. animal or vegetable fats and oils and their cleavage 
products; prepared edible fats; animal or vegetable 
waxes 
SECTION 4. PREPARED FOODSTUFFS; BEVERAGES, SPIRITS AND 
VINEGAR; TOBACCO AND MANUFACTURED TOBACCO SUBSTITUTES 
16. preparations of meat, of fish or of crustaceans, rnol-
lucs or other aquatic invertebrates 
17. sugars and sugar confectionery 
18 . cocoa and . ,cocoa prepara tions 
19. prepara£{6ns of cereals, flour, starch or milk; pastry-
cooks' products 
20. preparations of vegetables, fruit, nuts or other parts 
of plants 
21. miscellaneous edible preparations 
22. beverages, spirits and vinegar 
23. residues and waste from the food industries; prepared 
animal fodder 
24. tobacco and manufactured tobacco substitutes 
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SECTION 5. MINERAL PRODUCTS 
25. salt; sulphur; earths and stone; plastering materials, 
lime cement 
26. ores, slag and ash 
27. mineral fuels, mineral oils and products of their 
distillation; bituminous sUbstances; mineral waxes 
SECTION 6. PRODUCTS OF THE CHEMICAL OR ALLIED INDUSTRIES 
28. inorganic chemicals; organic or inorganic compounds of 
precious metals I of rare-earth metals, of radioactive 
elements or of isotopes 
29. organic chemicals 
30. pharmaceutical products 
31. fertilisers 
32. tanning or dyeing extracts; tannins and their deriva-
tives; dyes, pigments and other colouring matter; 
paints and varnishes; putty and other mastics; inks 
33. essential oils · and resinoids; perfumery f cosmetic or 
toilet preparations . . 
34. soap, organic surface-acti ve agents I washing prepara-
tions, lubricating ·preparations, artificial waxes, 
prepared waxes, polishing or scouring preparations, 
candles and similar articles, modelling pastes, 'dental 
waxes' and dental preparations with a basis of plaster 
35. albuminoidal substances; modified starches; glues; 
enzymes 
36. explosi ves; pyrotechnic products; matches; pyrophoric 
alloys; certain combustible preparations 
37. photographic or cinematographic goods 
38. miscellaneous chemical products 
SECTION 7. PLASTICS AND ARTICLES THEREOF; RUBBER AND ARTI-
CLES THEREOF 
39. plastics and articles thereof 
40. rubber and articles thereof 
SECTION 8 . .R}~.W HIDES AND SKINS, LEATHER, FURSKINS AND 
ARTICLES THEREOF; SADDLERY AND i HARNESS; TRAVEL GOODS, 
HANDBAGS AND SIMILAR CONTAINERS; ARTICLES OF ANIMAL GUT 
(OTHER THAN SILK-WORM GUT) 
41. raw hides and skins (other than furskins) and leather 
42. articles of leather; saddlery and harness; travel 
goods, _ handbags and similar containers; articles of 
animai gut (other than silk-worm gut) 
43. furskins and artificial fur; manufactures thereof 
SECTION 9. WOOD AND ARTICLES OF WOOD; WOOD CHARCOAL; CORK 
AND ARTICLES OF CORK; MANUFACTURES OF STRAW, OF ESPARTO 
OR OF OTHER PLAITING MATERIALS; BASKETWARE AND WICKER-
WORK 
44. wood and articles of wood; wood charcoal 
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45. cork and articles thereof 
46. manufactures of straw, of esparto or of other plaiting 
materials; basketware and wickerwork 
SECTION 10. PULP OF WOOD OR OF OTHER FIBROUS CELLULOSIC 
MATERIAL; WASTE AND SCRAP OF PAPER OR PAPERBOARD; PAPER 
AND PAPERBOARD AND ARTICLES THEREOF 
47 . pulp of wood or of other fibrous cellulosic material; 
waste and scrap of paper or paperboard 
48. paper and paperboard; articles of paper pulp, of paper 
or of paperboard 
49. printed books, newspapers, pictures and other products 
of the printing industry; manuscripts, typescripts and 
plans 
SECTION 11. TEXTILES AND TEXTILE ARTICLES 
50. silk 
51. wool, -fine · or coarse animal hair; horsehair yarn and · 
woven fabric · 
52. cotton 
53. other vegetable textile fibres; paper yarn and woven 
fabrics of paper yarn 
54. man-made filaments 
55. man-made staple fibres 
56. wadding, felt and nonwovens; special yarns; twine, 
cordage, ropes and cables and articles thereof 
57. carpets and other textile floor coverings 
58. special woven fabrics; tufted textile fabrics; lace; 
tapestries; trimmings; embroidery 
59. impregnated, coated, covered or laminated textile 
fabrics; textile articles of a kind suitable for indus-
trial use 
60. knitted or crocheted fabrics 
61. articles of apparel and clothing accessories, kni tted 
or crocheted 
62. articles of apparel and clothing accessories, not 
knitted or crocheted 
63. other made up textile articles, $ets; worn clothing and 
worn textile articles; rags 
SECTION 12. FOOTWEAR, HEADGEAR, UMBRELLAS, SUN UMBRELLAS, 
WALKING-STICKS, SEAT-STICKS, WHIPS, RIDING-CROPS AND 
PARTS THEREOF; PREPARED FEATHERS AND ARTICLES MADE 
THEREWITH; ARTIFICIAL FLOWERS ARTICLES OF HUMAN HAIR 
64. footwear, gaiters and the like; parts of such articles 
65~ headgear and parts thereof 
66. umbrellas, sun umbrellas, walking-sticks, seat-sticks, 
whips, riding-crops and parts thereof 
67. prepared feathers and down and articles made of feath-
ers or of down; artificial flowers' articles of human 
hair 
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SECTION 13. ARTICLES OF STONE, PLASTER, CEMENT, ASBESTOS, 
MICA OR SIMILAR HATERIALS; CERAMIC PRODUCTS; GLASS AND 
GLASSWARE 
68. articles of stone, plaster r cement, asbestos, mica or 
similar materials 
69. ceramic products 
70. glass and glassware 
SECTION 14. NATURAL OR CULTURED PEARLS, PRECIOUS OR SEMI-
PRECIOUS TONES, PRECIOUS METALS, METALS CLAD WITH 
PRECIOUS METAL AND ARTICLES THEREOF; IMITATION JEWEL-
LERY; COIN 
71. natural or cultured pearls, precious or semi-precious, 
precious metals I metals clad wi th precious metal and 
articles thereof; imitation jewellery; coin 
SECTION 15. BASE METALS AND ARTICLES OF BAS~METAL 
72. iron and steel 
73. articles of iron or steel 
74. copper and articles thereof 
75. nickel and articles thereof 
76. aluminium and articles thereof 
77 . (reserved for possible future use in the Harmonized 
System) 
78. lead and articles thereof 
79. zinc and articles thereof 
80. tin and articles thereof 
81. other base metals; cerments; articles thereof 
82. tools, implements, cut lery, spoons and forks, of base 
metal; parts thereof of base metal 
83. miscellaneous articles of base metal 
SECTION 16. MACHINERY AND MECHANICAL APPLIANCES; ELECTRICAL 
EQUIPMENT; PARTS THEREOF; SOUND RECORDERS AND REPRODUC-
ERS, TELEVISION IMAGE AND SOUND RECORDERS AND REPRODUC-
ERS, AND PARTS AND ACCESSORIES OF SUCH ARTICLES 
84. nuclear reactors, boilers, machinery and mechanical 
appliances; parts thereof 
85. electrical machinery and equipment and parts thereof; 
sound recorders and reproducers, television image and 
sound recorders and reproducers, and parts and accesso-
ries of such articles 
SECTION 17. VEHICLES, AIRCRAFT, VESSELS AND ASSOCIATED 
TRANSPORT EQUIPMENT 
86. railway or tramway locomotives, rolling-stock and parts 
thereof; railway or tramway track fixtures and fittings 
and parts thereof; mechanical (incl uding electro-me-
chanical) traffic signalling equipment of all kinds 
87. vehicles other than railway of tramway rolling-stock, 
and parts and accessories thereof 
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88. aircraft, spacecraft, and parts thereof 
89. ships, boats and floating structures 
SECTION 18. OPTICAL, PHOTOGRAPHIC, CINEMATOGRAPHIC, MEASUR-
ING, CHECKING, PRECISION, MEDICAL OR SURGICAL INSTRU-
MENTS AND APPARATUS; CLOCKS AND WATCHES; MUSICAL IN-
STRUMENTS; PARTS AND ACCESSORIES THEREOF 
90. optical, photographic, cinematographic, measuring, 
checking, precision, medical or surgical instruments 
and apparatus; parts and accessories thereof 
91. clocks and watches and parts thereof 
92. musical instruments; parts and accessories of such 
articles 
SECTION 19 . ARMS AND AMMUNITION; PARTS AND ACCESSORIES 
THEREOf 
93. arms and ammuni~ion; parts and accessories thereof 
SECTION 20. MISCELLANEOUS MANUFACTURED ARTICLES 
94. furni ture; bedding, mattresses, mattress supports, 
cushions and similar stuffed furnishings; lamps, and 
lighting fittings, nes.; illuminated signs, illuminated 
name-plates and the like; prefabricated buildings 
95. toys: games and sports requisi tes; parts and accesso-
ries thereof 
96. miscellaneous manufactured articles 
SECTION 21. WORKS OF ART, COLLECTORS' PIECES AND ANTIQUES 
97. work of art, collectors' pieces and antiques 
SECTION 22. COMMODITIES AND TRANSACTION NOT CLASSIFIED 
ACCORDING TO KIND 
98. transactions not classified according to kind 
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